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"What is a chondrule, Oh tell mewise man,
And how do they fit into Nature'sbig plan?
Where do they come from?What do they mean?
Please tell me, old man, myinterest's keen."
"The first thing a chondruleis, son, it's round.
That firm, basic fact iscertain and sound.
Round as a sphere, and glassyand hard."
Not like an angular chip or ashard."
"Globular, circular, bulbous andspherical.
These are their properties,clear and empirical,
With lots of small crystalsembedded in glass.
These are the standards each onemust pass."
"I fear", said the young man,"that I am in trouble,
Though I see things inthin-section, round as a bubble,
I see here another, allsquiggly, baroque.
It looks like a weird,topologigal joke."
"Why my boy, I admit, it's notquite so round,
It's still a good chondrule, onthat I'll be bound.
For look, don't you see,it's roundish a little.
It's an angular chondrule, sortof square in the middle."
Said the youth, "You said roundis the thing it must be."
"Don't get saucy, young man, orpicky with me.
Spherical, roundness are ideal norms.
With a slightly curved edge anywhere,it conforms."
"Lobate, lenticular, arcuate, lumpy,
Framboidal, reniform, lunate or dumpy.
Any hint of non-straightnessis perfectly fine.
Definition's too fussy are hard todefine."
"If the rock is a chondrite,
Let this be your rule,
Otherwise you'll come off to your colleagues afool.
Whatever you see in a chunk or asection
Call a chondrule, don't giveit a moments reflection."
(continued)"And the size, oh thesize, I'll give you the word,
From as big as a houseto a virus's turd.
A chondrule is what youwant it to be.
It's a concept that letsimagination run free."
"The Earth is a chondrule --Jupiter, Mars,
Venus and Mercury -- thetires on cars,
A basketball, turnip --Rosen's rye bread,
If you'll look in themirror, a chondrule's your head."
"Precise definitions are Science'sstuff,
For Meteoritics that'sall much too tough.
We're all far too lazy." --He rose to depart,
Saying, "Son, after all,Meteoritic's an art."
-- Olsen (1989)CHEMICALANDSTATISTICALANALYSESOFCHONDRULES
FROM THE MOKOIA (CV3)METEORITE
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 CarbonaceousChondrites
Based onthesomewhatlimitedevidencewhich
currently exists, amajority of investigatorswouldagree
thatmostmeteorites originate(d)in theasteroidbelt
located between theorbits of Mars andJupiter, although a
fewnotable exceptions mayexist.As the totalmassin
theasteroidbeltwasprobablyneversufficientto
initiategravitational instabilityandcoalescencewhen
coupled with thedisruptive proximity ofJupiter,objects
fromthis region represent"pre-planetary" material,and
the most primitive(i.e., unmodified) ofthese might serve
as suitableprobes of thematerials present andprocesses
occurringinthe earliest stagesof oursolarsystem's
history. Hence, some meteoritescould actas"windows"
into the time when theSun and planets werestilllargely
unformedand the solar system, as weknow it, waslittle
morethan isolated gasmolecules and disseminatedgrains
of dust.
Ofallthe currently knownmeteoritetypes,those
referred to as carbonaceouschondrites (CI, CM, CO andCV
infigure1.1) have chemicalcompositions whichdonot
differgreatly from that ofthe total condensablematter2
Figure 1.1A "family tree" of meteorite typescontaining
an indicationofpossibleinterclassrelationships.
Vertical and/or horizontal alignments suggest similarities
betweendifferentclasses (from Sears andDodd,1988).
Ordinarychondrites (LL,L,H), enstatitechondrites
(EH,EL), aubrites (aub), diogenites (dio), eucrites (euc),
howardites (how), ureilites (ure), shergottites/nahklites/
chassignites (SNC), anorthositicbreccias (ano),
pallasites (pal), and mesosiderites (meso).
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Figure1.2aPlots of the elementalabundancesinthe
solarphotospherevs. the carbonaceous(CI)chondrites
(top)andthe achondritic eucrites (bottom). Withthe
exceptionof several highly volatile elements (e.g.,the
raregases and atmophiles) and Li (which isdepletedin
the Sun by thermonuclear reactions), the abundances inCI
chondrites are very similar to those of the Sun whilethe
eucritesexhibit significantly depleted siderophilesand
chalcophiles(filledsymbols) andenrichedlithophiles
(opensymbols); from Sears and Dodd (1988). Seealso
Anders and Grevesse (1989).
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Figure1.2bPlot equivalent to fig. 1.2a, inthiscase
for the Allende (CV3) meteorite (which is quite similar to
Mokoia). Asbefore,amajorityofthenonvolatile
elementsareseentomimictheirsolarcounterparts
(exceptions noted previously);from Wood (1985).
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inour Sun (figure1.2), which containswell over 99%of
thetotalmass in our solarsystem. Thesechondrites
wouldtherefore seem torepresentpristine and
undifferentiatedcosmic matter.The term"carbonaceous"
isamisnomer; it was usedhistoricallytoidentify
carbon-bearingmeteorites and otherswhich wereinferred
assuchbased on their darkcolor, but inrealitymany
carbonaceouschondritescontain less carbonthanother
non-carbonaceous meteorites(Kallemeyn and Wasson,1981).
Ofthe four subtypeswithin this group, perhapsthemost
interestingistheCVclassduetotheuniqueand
appreciableenrichments observed forthe mostrefractory
siderophilic andlithophilicelements(figure 1.3).
Regardlessof whether onebelieves that our solarsystem
started out asahotcloudofdustygaswhich
subsequently condensed orbegan cold and was laterheated,
the most refractory-richobjects must certainlyrepresent
theearliest-formingspeciesorthosewhichsurvived
evaporation (i.e.,theresiduum)andaretherefore
manifestations of the oldeststable material in thesolar
system.
1.2 Why study Mokoia?
The Mokoia meteorite(approximately 5 kg total)fell
atTaranakion the NorthIsland of NewZealandonthe
afternoon of Nov. 26, 1908,and has since beenclassified
asbelongingtothe group CV3 (Grahametal.,1985);6
Figure1.3aSi-normalized lithophilescomparedtoCI
chondrites (equivalenttounity) withvolatilities
increasingfromleft to right.CV-typechondritesare
seentoexhibitthegreatestrefractoryelement
enrichments (from Wasson and Kallemeyn, 1988).
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Figure 1.3b Ni-normalized siderophile/chalcophile
abundancescomparedto CI chondriteswithvolatilities
increasingtoward the right.Again,CV-typemeteorites
havethehighest refractory contents ofallchondrites
(ibid.).
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n.b.,thenumerical designationhere impliesthatthis
chondrite is largelyunaltered by anysecondary processes,
such as thermalmetamorphism or aqueousalteration, and is
therefore in itsnearly pristine state(see figure 1.4).
Currently,Allende is the onlyCV3 meteoritewhich
hasbeen studiedextensively (primarilydue to itslarge
volume--approximately 4 tons)but,regrettably,this
objectwas subjectto somemodification(s) throughminor
heatingthereby mitigatingits usefulness as aprobeof
the early solarsystem.Conversely, Mokoiahasundergone
significantlylessminoralterationwithrespect to
Allende and shouldtherefore be moreinstrumental inthis
respect. Evidencetosupport this claimisfoundin
McSween(1977a)andincludes thefollowing: (a)the
degree ofFe-exchangebetweenindividualAllende
constituentsismoreadvancedthanthatobservedin
Mokoia,and (b) relativedeficiencies in volatilewater,
carbon and primordialrare gases(figure 1.5) are seenin
Allende. Inaddition,figure1.6showsthatMokoia
exhibitsabroader range ofolivinecompositionswhile
Allendeis limited to a moredistinct compositiontoward
which it appears tobe equilibrating.
Overall, the importanceofstudyingCV3-type
meteorites for the purposeof obtaininginformation on the
earlysolarsystemisunequivocal,andtheMokoia
meteoriteshouldproveanexpedientchoiceforsuch
investigations.9
Figure 1.4The types and degrees of potentialalteration
experiencedbychondriticmeteorites; fromMcSween
(1979).
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Figure 1.5 Primordialraregasconcentrations in
Vigarano-typechondrites.The Mokoia meteorite (M)is
seento be less depleted in volatile Ar, Kr andXewith
respecttoAllende (A) signifyinganapparentlylower
degreeofmetamorphicalteration intheformer. See
McSween (1977a) for additional meteorite designations.
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Figure1.6Compositions of some CV-type matrixolivines
represented in mole percent of forsterite (Mg2SiO4),from
Peck (1983). TheMokoiachondriteexhibits a
significantlylowerdegree ofinterphaseequilibration
withregardstotheothermeteorites(exceptKaba),
thereby indicating its more primitive nature.
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1.3 Chondrules andChondrites
Chondriticmeteoritesarebroadlyultramafic in
compositionandexhibit an aggregationaltexturewhich
consistschieflyof olivine, pyroxeneandNi-Femetal
grains. Theyare so named due tothepresenceofmm-
sized, igneous-texturedspheroids called chondrules (Greek
for"grain"or"seed") whicharethemselvescomposed
mainlyof silicate minerals andglass and at one timein
their history were eithercompletely or partiallymolten;
n.b.,the reader may refer toGrossman et al.(1988)for
morethoroughpetrographic/mineralogicdescriptionsof
theseobjects in general, or to Cohenet al.(1983)with
regardsto Mokoia chondrulesinparticular. Chondrules
maycomprise anywhere from 30-70% ofthe total volumeof
thehost chondrite while up to10% of the whole rockmay
containirregularly-shaped,silicon-poor/refractory-rich
mineralassemblages (e.g., spinel,melilite, etc.)known
as refractory orCa,Al-rich inclusions (CAIs);e.g.,see
Wasson (1985), table II-1and Dodd (1981), table 3.4.The
remainingporous, fine-grainedmatter which enclosesthe
CAIsandchondrulesis referredtoasthechondrite
matrix; this material is made upprimarily of micronto
submicrongrainsof anhydrousferromagnesiansilicates
with minor amounts of hydroussilicates, oxides,sulfides
and carbonaceous phases(see Scott et al., 1988).
Generally, CV3-type chondrules areslightlyenriched13
Figure1.7Minor and trace elements inchondrulesfrom
four ofthemajorunequilibratedchondritegroups
normalizedto Mg and CI chondrites. Lithophiles(left)
andsiderophile/chalcophiles (right)arearrangedin
orderofincreasing volatility. Thestippledpattern
bounds the range of >90% of the chondrules, the boldline
indicatesthe arithmetic mean, and the circlesshowthe
host chondrite composition;note the enhancedrefractory
lithophiles in CV3 (taken from Grossman et al., 1988).
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in refractory lithophiles(figure 1.7) and, althoughthey
do not contain as much ofthese "early" elements as dothe
CAIs, thecoherentnatureofthe formerreadily
facilitates their completeseparation and characterization
byINAA(suchis not the case forthehighlyfriable
CAIs). As a result, the presentstudywillconcentrate
exclusively on chondrules from theMokoia meteorite inan
attempttoshed some light on thematerialswhichwere
presentduring their formation (i.e.,within thenascent
solarsystem)aswell as the localmechanicsofthis
formative process.
1.4 Proposed Mechanismsof Chondrule Formation
Detaileddescriptionsofcurrentastrophysical
theories regarding the formationof our solar system, from
dust/gascloud to condensed Sun andplanets,arebeyond
the scope of this thesisdue to their often highlycomplex
mathematicalderivations,inherentdissimilaritiesand
disparateinitial assumptions.A simplified scenariois
presentedbelow in order to provide astarting pointfor
thediscussion of chondrule formation,but the readeris
referredtothefollowing articlesformorethorough
discourses regarding the theoreticalnature and genesis of
oursolar system:Cassen and Boss (1988),Boss(1988),
Wood (1988a,b), Wasson andKallemeyn (1988), Sears (1988),
and Wood and Morfill (1988).
Invery basic terms, manyastrophysicistsenvision15
thesolarsystem as originatingfromthegravitational
collapse of an interstellarcloud of cold gas(primarily H
andHeataround 10K) anddust(submicrongrainsof
silicates,oxides, etc. mantled byHCNO-compounds). As
theoriginalcloud most certainlycontainedsomenet
angular momentum, itscollapse gave rise to acentral core
(orprotosun) surrounded by aspun-out disk known asthe
"solarnebula",and recent nebular modelspredictthat
midplane pressures were onthe order of10-7 to 10-5atm at
-3AU(Wood and Morfill, 1988). Gravitationalpotential
energy wasconverted into kinetic energyand heat, and the
increasing opacity of the coreregion allowed temperatures
toincreasethere until H-fusion wasinitiated. Solid
grains continued to fallinto the Sun and nebularmidplane
and further gravitationalinstability caused the latterto
break up intosmall (km-sized) bodies called
planetesimals. Subsequentplanetesimalcollisionsand
accretionsled to the formationof largerbodies(i.e.,
the terrestrial andJovian planets) whilematerial located
between2.2AUand3.5AUfrom theSun(i.e.,inthe
present-day asteroid belt) neverfully accreted.Atthis
point, it must bere-emphasized that the abovescenario is
onlycrudeandremainscontroversial,yetitshould
adequatelyservetoset thestageforthefollowing
discussion of chondrulegenesis.
Twomajorschoolsofthoughtcurrentlyexist
regardingthe formation of chondrules,andthesettings16
forthese various mechanisms arecommonly referred toas
"planetary" or "nebular";see table 1.1for a compilation
of these theorieswith appropriate references. Planetary
settings suggest thatchondrules were formedthroughsome
meansof volcanic activity orby impact and/orcollision
inducedmelting,whereasnebularmodelsenvisionthe
creationof chondrules bydirect condensation ofliquids
fromhotnebular gases or viameltingofpre-existing
nebular solids which aresubject to transienthigh-energy
events.No single theorypresented to date iswithout its
flawsor inconsistencies,and therefore it istheintent
ofthepresent study toinvestigate alargenumberof
Mokoia chondrules in anattempt to place someconstraints
on these currenthypotheses.
Inaddition to this uncertaintyregardingchondrule
genesis,agreatdeal of viableinformationhasbeen
obtainedthroughtheoreticalcalculationsaswellas
empiricalobservationsofchondrulesandexperimental
chondruleanalogs.For example, theinitialtemperature
ofchondrule precursorsjust prior to meltingmusthave
been less than about600-650K, i.e., thetemperature range
in which the primary FeSpresent in chondruleswouldhave
begun to evaporate(Wasson and Kallemeyn,1988;Grossman,
1988). These sulfides are oftencompletelyenclosedby
glass and/orclearcrystalstherebyprecluding the
possibility of their beingsecondary or alterationphases
(ibid.); n.b., the presenceof relict olivine and pyroxene17
Table1.1aProposed "planetary"chondruleformational
mechanisms, in chronological order, from Grossman (1988).
Body
Sun
Unknown
Mechanism Reference
Planetary, large
asteroids
Planetary
Asteroids, large
bodies
Planetesimals
(meter-sized)
Giant protoplanets
Planetesimals
(molten)
ejection from surface in
prominences
magmatismkolcanism
magmatismlvolcanism
metamorphism
impact melting
melting during
collisions
condensation of droplets
in atmospheres
splashing in collisions
Sorby 1877.
Tschermak 1883; Borgstrom
1904; Merrill 1920,
1921.
Ringwood 1959; Fred-
riksson and Ringwood
1963.
Fermor 1938; Mason 1960.
Urey and Craig 1953;
Fredriksson 1963; Urey
1967; Wlotzka 1969;
Dodd 1971.
Wasson 1972; Kieffer 1975.
Podolak and Cameron 1974.
Zook 1980, 1981; Leitch
and Smith 1982.18
Table1.1b Proposed"nebular"chondrule formational
mechanisms (ibid.).
Precursor
MaterialEnergy Source Assumptions Reference
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
hot nebula
hot nebula
hot nebula
hot nebula
hot nebula
Condensation Models
"constrained
equilibrium"
high dust/gas ratio
hydrogen depletion
Secondary Melting Models
Nebular dustlightning turbulent nebula
Nebular dustradiational heatT-Tauri phase of Sun
in solar
events
Nebular dustrelativistic reconnecting mag-
electrons netic fields
Interstellarchemical
grains energy
Nebular dustlightning
Interstellarfrictional heat
grains
large clumps of
amorphous inter-
stellar solids
differential rotation of
stratified nebula
large clumps falling
into nebula
Suess 1949.
Wood 1962.
Blander and Katz 1967.
Wood and McSween 1976.
Herndon and Suess 1977.
Whipple 1966; Cameron
1966.
Herbig 1978.
Sonett 1979.
D. Clayton 1980.
Rasmussen and Wasson
1982.
Wood 1983, 1984.19
grainsin chondrules (whichsomehow survived themelting
process),inaddition to the sulfidesmentionedabove,
wouldappeartoprecludetheformationof "liquid"
chondrules by directcondensation from a hotnebular gas.
Fewobserved chondrules weremeltedcompletelyand
mostwere less thanabout 80% melted(ibid.).Byvirtue
oftheexistence of relict phasesandfromstudiesof
volatile loss upon chondruleheating (e.g., Tsuchijamaet
al.,1981), it is clearthat the hightemperatureevent
responsible for chondruleformation must have beenrather
short.Dynamic crystallizationexperiments onchondrule-
type melts(Lofgren, 1989;Hewins, 1988; Lofgrenand
Russell, 1986) haveestablished the need forpre-existing
heterogeneousnucleito produce theobservedchondrule
textures and mineralogies.Hence, chondruletemperatures
couldnot have exceededthe associatedliquidiformore
than a few tens ofminutes (if at all), and atemperature
range for olivine-and pyroxene-richmelts wasdetermined
by Lofgren (1989) tobe approximately 1475-1600degrees C.
Wood(1988b)has suggestedthatheating/meltingtimes
probablyneverexceededonehour,therebyprecluding
significant vaporization of anymajor phases;e.g., table
1.2indicates that at theprojected meltingtemperatures
botholivineandpyroxenewouldbevolatile and,
consequently, susceptibleto loss.
Experimentation has also placedconstraints on the
ratesat which chondrulescooled in order toproducethe20
Table 1.2The equilibrium condensation sequence according
to Wood (1988b).
Temperature'
(K)
Mineral
1758 (1513)
1647 (1393)
1625 (1450)
1513 (1362)
1471
1450
1444
1362
1349
<1000'
<1000'
700
405
Corundum, A1203
Perovskite, CaTiO3
Melilite, Ca2Al2Si07-Ca2MgSi207
Spinel, MgAl2O4
Fe,Ni metal
Diopside, CaMgSi2O6
Forstdrite, Mg2SiO4
Anorthite, Ca Al2Si208
Enstatite, MgSiO3
Alkali-bearing feldspar,
(Na,K)AlSi308-CaAl2Si208
Ferrous olivines, pyroxenes;
(Mg,Fe)2SiO4, (Mg,Fe)SiO3
Troilite, FeS
Magnetite, Fe304
' Major minerals that would condense from a gas having the
cosmic proportions of chemical elements and a pressure of 10-3
atm (Grossman 1972, Fuchs et al 1973, Dodd 1981).
b In most cases, temperature at which condensation or reaction
begins in a cooling system. At temperature in parentheses, reac-
tion has completely used up the phase and converted it into other
minerals.
`Temperatures at which substantial amounts of alkalis are
incorporated by plagioclase and Fe2+ by mafic minerals.21
observed textures and mineralzonations in natural
samples.Based on olivine chondrule analogs,Hewins
(1988) has determined that suchobjects experienced
cooling rates restricted to the range between100 and 2000
degrees C per hour with 1000 degreesC/hr representing a
reasonable average rate.In a related study with regards
to phenocryst sizes and shapes, Lofgren(1989) has claimed
that such rates are actually on theorder of 100 degrees
C/hr and certainly less than 1000 degreesC/hr.Evidence
for such rapid cooling (or undercooling)includes the
presence of needle-like orskeletal crystals of olivine
and/or pyroxene, dendrites within themesostasis of
porphyritic chondrules, isotropic glass, andSiO2 -rich
glass co-existing with olivine (Grossmanet al., 1988).
In either case, chondrule melts wouldhave cooled through
their crystallization range within a fewminutes to a few
hours, which is considerably less thanthat expected for
mm-sized spheres freely radiating into space(around
106K/hr).As it is quite doubtful that theseobjects
could traverse a zone fast enough tosatisfy the observed
cooling rates (e.g., a scenario in whichchondrules are
quickly swept from a hot region into a muchcooler one),
the need for some form of "thermal bath"is apparent.
Lofgren (1989) and Grossman (1988) havesuggested that
a high chondrule density maybe sufficient to retard
the rate of radiative cooling byincreasing the local
opacity.Possible evidence for such an environment22
includes the common existence oflarge pits in isolated
chondrules which may haveresulted from interchondrule
impacts while they were stillin a semiplastic state.
Additionally, although multiple or"coupled" chondrules
are rare incarbonaceous chondrites, they arenot
unheard of (McSween, 1977b).In any case, the above
results seem to precludeeither of the aforementioned
condensation models, for suchwould be difficult or
impossible to reconcilewith the experimentally
observed cooling rates.
The formation of meteoriticchondrules by high-
velocity impacts on planetary orasteroidal surfaces also
seems highlyunlikely (see Wood, 1988b, andreferences
therein) as evidenced by thenotable paucity of chondrule-
like objects on the lunarsurface (which certainly
experienced repeated impacts),in addition to the absence
of any chondrules lessthan about 4.4 Ga old(while
significant bombardment is knownto have occurred
throughout the inner solarsystem after this time).
Furthermore, the complete lack of any grossfragments of
suitable target rocks among the manyhundreds of
meteorites studied would seem to arguestrongly against
most of the proposed planetarysettings for chondrule
formation.
At this juncture, it appearsmost likely that
chondrules were created in anebular setting in which some23
pervasive, dynamic, andenergetic mechanism(s) operated
(continuously or intermittently)within a region enriched
in interstellar dust (e.g.,the nebular midplane),thereby
giving rise to this abundantchondrite constituent.Any
variability (temporal orspatial) in this phenomenonand
the materials uponwhich it acted could beresponsible for
the dissimilaritiesobserved between thedifferent
chondritic subtypes.
1.5The Importance of"Non-ordinary" Chondrules
While a great number ofmeteoriticists today believe
that in order to betterunderstand the nature ofchondrule
genesis one must concentrateexclusively on "normal"
objects, the author haspurposefully searched forunusual
and non-ordinaryspecimens.Although these chondrules
were perhapscreated under differentcircumstances or from
different precursor materials,they will certainlyprovide
enlightenment regardingspecific aspects of chondrule
genesis (G.J. Wasserburg,personal communication)and
should, at any rate, helpto establish constraintswith
regard tothe aforementionedtheories.We now turn to
the Mokoia meteorite forsuch enlightenment.24
2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1Sample Preparation andCharacterization
Three separate samplesof Mokoia totaling
approximately 8.6g were obtainedfrom Dr. Carleton Moore
at the Center forMeteorite Studies (ArizonaState
University) and Dr. SundarRajan from the Division of
Geological and PlanetarySciences at California Institute
of Technology.An additional sampleof unspecified size
was brought to OregonState University by Dr.Roman
Schmitt from the GeneralAtomic Division of the General
Dynamics Corporation around25 years ago, and was
previously dissected by Mr.Richard Smith.
All samples were similarin general appearance and
habit and may be described asfollows:uniformly dark
gray in color andexhibiting fresh (i.e., unalteredand
non-fused) surfaces of onlymoderate coherency as
manifested by the remarkablesample friability and ease of
chondrule extraction.
Embedded chondrules and othercoherent inclusions
were removed fromthe samples by gentlescraping and
carving with stainless steelsurgical and dental tools
under a binocular microscope.Virtually all of these
objects were black, with dullto shiny (somewhat
iridescent) surfaces, and hadshapes ranging from
spherical to ellipsoidal toirregular (or combinations of
these); such observations aresimilar to those of Schmitt25
et al. (1965) on Mokoiachondrules.In order to minimize
contamination, most of theadhering matrix was removed by
gentle scraping with asharp blade and/orrolling the
objects between sheets ofclean filter paper.
The resulting objectstotaled in the hundreds, but
only 94 of these werechosen for further studybased on
the most widely-acceptedcriterion for chondrule
identification:that they show someevidence of having
once been completely orpartially molten, as manifested
(among other characteristics)by the retention of a
circular outline along someportion of the original
surface (see, e.g., Grossmanand Wasson, 1983; Hutchison
and Bevan, 1983; Dodd,1982; MacPherson andGrossman,
1982; and King and King,1978).Clearly, the use of this
lone criterion has mostprobably led to theexclusion of
many "true" chondrulesfrom this study, in additionto the
inclusion of some "non-chondrules"(Cohen, et al., 1983),
and it is understood that anyfuture investigations of
these separates shouldinclude petrographic
characterization (e.g., Grossman andWasson, 1983).Yet,
due to the limitationsplaced on this study,only outward
morphology was used todetermine which objects wouldbe
retained for further observation,and it is hoped that the
large size of the resultingdata set will serve to
mitigate any inherent samplingbiases.In addition, only
whole or nearly-wholechondrules were studied (for
completeness)in the event thatpetrography26
became necessary in the future;Rubin and Wasson (1988)
have suggested that this criterion may lead to an
inadvertent bias against friable chondrules (also alluded
to by Osborn et al., 1973).
Finally, all chondrules were weighed on a suitable
micro-balance (to within +/- 0.001mg) ,and three
orthogonal dimensions were measured under a binocular
microscope (to within +/- 0.1mm) in order to determine
individual sample volumes.
2.2 Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis (INAA)
Kallemeyn (1988) briefly discusses a number of
current analytical techniques which are commonly used in
the study of chondritic materials, and suggests that INAA
is superior largely due to its non-destructive nature, the
low detection limits associated with most elements (see
also Laul, 1979), its particular suitability in the
analyses of very small samples (e.g., < lmg),and the
fact that only limited sample handling is required.Of
these factors, perhaps the most important one is that INAA
leaves each sample whole and undisturbed (despite the
radioactivity), thereby allowing subsequent investigations
by such techniques as electron-probe microanalysis (EPMA)
and petrography which would be considerably less effective
were the samples incomplete or altered in some manner.
All activations were performed in the Oregon State
University (OSU) 1MW TRIGA reactor and the University of27
Missouri's 10MW high-flux reactor.The basic technique,
as set forth by Laul(1979), was followed except forthe
additional use of low-energy (< 300keV) planar detectors
(LEPDs) in order to minimizeinterference and thereby
enhance the sensitivity for someelements, e.g., Ce via
32.5d 14 1L-e (145.4 keV) andNd via 11.0d147Nd (91.1 keV).
The general activation andcounting schedule is summarized
in table 2.1 where it can be seenthat the procedure
involves two separate activations(the first for short-
lived radionuclides, and thesecond for longer-lived
species) followed bymultiple/sequential sample counts
(table after Liu, 1989);n.b., many of theshorter-lived
nuclides produced in theUniversity of Missouri
activations (see counts II-1 and 11-2in table 2.1) are
significantly decayed and may beunavailable for detection
due to the unavoidable loss oftime during transfer to the
OSU Radiation Center.
Samples and standards wereencapsulated in clean
polyethylene vials for theinitial activations and
subsequently transferred to new(i.e., unirradiated)
containers prior to counting.For the second runs, all
samples and associated standards weresealed in high-
purity quartz tubes, wrapped securelyin aluminum foil and
sent to the University ofMissouri for extended, high-flux
activations (polyethylene isinappropriate in this case
due to its inability towithstand the higher radiation
field and temperatures experiencedtherein).Upon return,28
Table2.1General activation and countingschedulefor
INAA.
Activation
parameters Nuclide t 1/2 E(keV) Det.*
Decay Count
time time
I. thermal 51Ti 5.76m 320.1 G Count 1
neutron flux 27Mg 9.46m 1014.4 G 10 min.
52V 3.75m1434.1 G
= 9x1012 28 A1 2.24m1779.0 G 300s
(n/s*cm 2 ), 49Ca
for 10 min.
165Dy
8.72
2.35
m
h
3084.4
94.7
G
L Count 2
56Mn 2.58h 846.8 G 2h
24Na 15.0h 1368.5 G 1000s
42K 12.4h1524.6 G
II. thermal 165Dy 2.35h 94.7 L Count 1
neutron flux152mEu 9.32h 121.8 L 2h
56Mn 2.58h 846.8 G 1800s
= 8x1013 24Na 15.0h 1368.5 G
(n/s*cm2), 42K
for 102 h.
(U of M) Ho
12.4
26.8
h
h
1524.6
80.6
G
L Count 2
69166m Zn 13.8h 438.6 G 8h
OR 76As 26.3h 559.1 G 8000s
72Ga 14.1h 834.0 G
= 1x1013
(n/s*cm2), 153Sm 46.7h 103.2 L Count 3
for 12 h. 198Au 2.70d 411.8 G 40h
(OSU) 82Br 35.3h 776.5 14000s
140La 40.3h 1596.5
147Nd 11.1d 91.1 L Count 4
191Os 15.4d 129.4 L 7d
186Re 3.78d 137.2 40000s
177Lu 6.7d 208.4
175Yb 4.2d 396.3
170Tm 129 d 84.3 L Count 5
(Th) 233Pa27.0d 98.4 L 30d
181Hf 42.4d 133.0 L
141ce32.5d 145.4 L 40000-
75Se 120 d 264.4 G 80000s
1921r73.8d 316.5 G
51Cr 27.7d 320.4 G
103Ru39.25d 497.1 G
(Ni) 58Co 70.9d 810.8 G
160Tb72.1d 879.3 G
46Sc 83.8d 889.2 G
59Fe 44.5d 1099.3 G
60c0 5.27y 1173.2 G
*Detector designations:G = Ge(Li), L = LEPD.29
each sample was removedfrom its quartz tube and
transferred to a clean polyethylenevial for counting;
this final step was necessary toeliminate any fission-
product contamination which mayhave been implanted in the
quartz containers fromnaturally-occurring uranium in the
surrounding aluminum foil (Korotev,1988).
Both internal and externalstandards were utilized in
this study to ensure accuracy,and are as follows: (a)
ALLENDE (split 11, position 7;Smithsonian Institution),
(b) BHVO (Basalt, HawaiianVolcanic Observatory, U.S.
Geological Survey), and (c) JB-1(Japanese Basalt,
Geological Survey of Japan).All data were reduced by
utilizing an "in-house" software programknown as PEAKGR3
(created by Matt Grismer andrevised by Dr. Scott Hughes),
which compares sample spectrawith an existing nuclide
library (for qualitative elementidentification) as well
as the aforementionedstandard spectra (for quantitative
determination).The program calculated"one-sigma"
precision values for each elementalanalysis (based on
spectral peak-to-backgroundrelationships), and any result
which exhibited a relativecounting error >30% was
rejected (n.b., "one-sigma"implies -32% uncertainty, yet
a conservative valueof 30% was chosen here whileassuming
that errors associated withsample counting were the only
significant contributors to the overallanalytical error).
Elemental results are tabulatedin table A.1 (see
Appendix).30
3. STATISTICAL AND EXPLORATORYDATA ANALYSES
3.1Introduction
The results of thestatistical investigations of
Mokoia chondrules are presentedhere without regard for
previous studies on these orother similar objects;
comparative discussions will bereserved for the following
chapter.The reader should refer tothe text by Kachigan
(1982), which concentrates onthe conceptual nature (rather
than the rigorous mathematics)of many of the statistical
techniques used in this study for athorough discussion of
these methods.All data were obtained throughthe use of
the statistical softwarepackage STATGRAPHICS (v4.0)which
is a registered trademark ofthe Statistical Graphics
Corporation.Individual results for the followingwill be
presented below:summary statistics,frequency
distributions and their nature,potential outliers,
interelement correlations, and factoranalysis.
3.2 Summary Statistics
Table 3.1 summarizes the resultsfrom the analyses of
the chondrule masses, theirsize characteristics (i.e.,
volume, maximum and averagedimensions), and a total of 24
major, minor and trace elements(n.b., throughout this
study all individualanalytical results were assigned
equal weightings, i.e., valuesof unity).A few of the
individual statistical parameters arediscussed below.31
Table 3.1Mokoia chc
La Sm Eu
) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm)
90 91 89
0.7 0.49 0.20
0.5 0.40 0.19
0.5 0.28 0.20
0.5 0.41 0.18
0.3 0.15 0.01
0.6 0.39 0.09
0.1 0.09 0.04
4.1 2.53 0.60
4.0 2.44 0.56
0.4 0.29 0.14
0.7 0.54 0.26
0.3 0.25 0.12
3.75 3.41 1.23
17.82 14.00 2.81Table 3.1(continue
Os
(ppm)
phi
;ave.)
phi
(max.)
47 87 87
0.57 -0.08 -0.24
0.43 -0.18 -0.38
0.25 -0.18 -0.58
0.44
0.17 0.42 0.44
0.42 0.65 0.66
0.04 0.3 1.3
2.12 -1.3 -1.4
2.08 2.6 2.7
0.25 3.51 0.32
0.78 -0.58 -0.58
0.53 1.09 0.90
1.44 3.13 0.22
2.76 -0.84 -0.82
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The average, median, mode andgeometric mean are each
measures of centraltendency, but because of the
distinctly "non-normal" distributionsfound for most of
the variables (see below) thegeometric mean is the
recommended parameter forcharacterizing this phenomenon.
Variance, standard deviation, rangeand interquartile
range indicate the degreeof spread or dispersion ofeach
variable;a divisor of (n -1) was used in the
determination of the variance and standarddeviation in
order to mitigate the relativelysmall number of samples.
Skewness is a measure of the"asymmetry" of the
distribution.It is standardized in such a waythat a
value greater than unityimplies that the upper tail of
the curve is longer than thelower tail, while a negative
value suggests the opposite.Kurtosis reveals how flat or
steep the distribution iswith respect to a Gaussian or
normal curve, the latter of whichis assigned a kurtosis
value of zeroA positive value signifies a curvethat is
either very steep at its center orhas relatively long
tails, and a value less than zeroindicates that the curve
is flat with short tails.
Such numerical parameters arecritical for the
quantitative description of anydistribution and many of
these values are necessary forfurther, advanced studies
of multivariable data sets (as, e.g.,in factor analysis).
In exploratory data analysis,however, a "visual" display
of a variable's distributionis considerably more34
instructive, and these qualitativerepresentations will be
addressed next.
3.3 Frequency Distributions
The most efficient andeasily visualized method of
displaying a set of observationsis that which utilizes a
histogram.This procedure divides the datavalues into a
set of non-overlappingintervals of equal width, and plots
bars for each interval suchthat the height of the bars
are proportional tothe number of observationsin that
interval.
After obtaining a frequencyhistogram for a specific
variable, one may wish to determinehow closely the data
matches a more "common"distribution such as a normal or
lognormal curve.This is often done by applying a"chi-
square" test which compares theobserved frequencies with
those expected from thespecified distribution (e.g., a
Gaussian curve), which is itselfcalculated from the mean
and standard deviation of theactual data.The resulting
parameter (the "significancelevel" of the chi-square
statistic) is a measure of how closelythe data fits the
specified curve, and a value ofunity implies a perfect
fit.
Frequency distributions forchondrule mass and size,
and the 24 elements analyzedin this study may be found in
Appendix figure A.1 where thebest-fitting normal or
lognormal curve (based on theresulting significance35
level) is plotted with the datain order to check for
conformity.The appropriate chi-squaresignificance
levels are listed in table 3.2 (n.b.,the behavior ofthe
variables studied may, in actuality,follow neither of
these common distributions, and no apriori information
available to the author suggests that these arethe only
possibilities).In all cases, the computer-generated
default settings were used tofit the distribution (i.e.,
upper and lower distributionlimits, mean and standard
deviation, total number of intervals)in an attempt to
maintain continuity.It should be noted that the nature
of the individual distribution (andits fitted curve) are
a direct function ofthe choice of these defaults, yet the
qualitative results will not besignificantly altered if
other, similarly suitable, values aresubstituted in their
stead.
As seen in Appendix figure A.1,the chondrule mass
data clearly mimic a lognormaldistribution (also
evidenced by the very high level ofsignificance, see
table 3.2).Conversely, chondrule sizes do not appearto
follow any common frequencydistribution (a Gaussian fit
was attempted), although abimodal or trimodal behavior is
suggested by the potential maxima near-1.2, -0.5 and
+0.5.One might argue that chondrulesizes were not
sampled sufficiently, leading topartial and irregular
results, but this hardly seemscredible when the
associated mass data are seen to form such anearly36
Table 3.2Significancelevelsfor thechi-square
statistic.
variable
normal
distribution
lognormal
distribution
mass
phi (ave.)
phi (max.)
0
0.24
0.01
0.97
n.d.*
titanium 0 0.83
aluminum 0 0.27
iron 0.01 0.36
magnesium 0.74 0.02
calcium 0 0.66
sodium 0 0.24
manganese 0 0
vanadium 0 0.09
scandium 0 0.05
lanthanum 0 0.26
samarium 0 0.10
europium 0.03 0.36
ytterbium 0.05 0.12
lutetium 0 0
nickel 0 0
chromium 0.02 0.52
cobalt 0 0
gallium 0 n.d.**
selenium 0 0.50
bromine 0 0.24
iridium 0 0
gold 0 0.07
holmium 0 0.10
osmium 0 0.28
*negative phi values prevent chi-square test for lognormal curve.
**insufficient degrees of freedom to perform chi-square testfor
lognormal curve.37
complete spectrum.It is uncertain at thispoint what
solar system phenomenoncould have led to theseresults
(although gravitationalsettling to the nebularmidplane
and/or some means ofaerodynamic modification are
suspected) but it appearslikely that, whatever the
mechanism was, it had to haveacted primarily upon the
objects' mass (with chondrulesize playing only a minor or
secondary role, if any).
Aside from two notableexceptions, all the elemental
frequency distributions appearto match lognormal curves
to a first-orderapproximation.The fitted curves become
even more appealingwhen one considers the factthat some
analytical error is associatedwith each variable and the
individual bar heights will,therefore, vary to some
degree.The potential exceptionsto this lognormal
behavior are Mg and Co, bothof which seem to exhibit
possible Gaussian-likedistributions.These "anomalies"
could be the result ofincomplete sampling of the element
during (or previous to) chondruleformation, or they may
represent the effects of somesecondary alteration
phenomenon, but the seeminglywell-behaved nature of the
remaining elements (many ofwhich exhibit similar
geochemical and cosmochemicalaffinities as Mg and Co)
suggests that the latteralso follow lognormal
distributions and that this wouldhave been manifested by
a larger samplepopulation.
Summarily, the results of thisstudy indicate that38
lognormal behavior is the rule whenconsidering chondrule
element frequency distributions, andit would be logical
to extend this claim even to thoseelements which were not
analyzed here by INAA.Consequently, any mechanism(s)
offered to describe the formationof chondrules, and/or
any suggested chondrule precursormaterial(s), must be
prepared to support or explainthis prevalent lognormal
behavior and any hypotheses which fail atthis task must
be disregarded as inadequate.
3.4 Potential Outliers
A "box-and-whisker" plot (e.g.,Hoaglin and Velleman,
1981 and Tukey, 1977) provides another meansof displaying
the distribution of a variable(albeit with considerably
less detail than is found in ahistogram), yet the added
advantage to these plots lies intheir ability to identify,
outlying samples in an asymmetricdistribution (refer to
Appendix figure A.2).A box is formed such thatit
extends from the lower quartile tothe upper quartile
(these are also known as "hinges")with an inner line
denoting the sample median;the difference between the
former values is referred to as thevariable's "H-spread"
or interquartile range.A "step" is calculated as (1.5 x
the variable's H-spread), and an"inner fence" is then
located one step outside the hinges while an"outer fence"
is found two steps from each hinge.Finally, "whiskers"
extend from the box edges to theoutermost data points39
which do not exceed the innerfences (i.e., the extremes),
and any samples which falloutside of the inner and outer
fences are identified asoutliers and far-outliers,
respectively.
Box-and-whisker plots wereinvestigated in order to
determine whether or not the prevalentasymmetric behavior
of most of the elementsstudied was due to only a few
select (i.e., anomalous)chondrules or if it was truly a
function of the total population.Appendix figure A.2
presents the individual plotsfor each element which
exhibited one or more outliers,and specific sample
numbers have been added tothese for clarification.In
addition, table 3.3 lists theindividual chondrules and
the outlying elementsassociated with each sample.
Because 40% of the totalchondrule population is
represented in table 3.3, itis reasonable to conclude
that the aforementionedlognormal behavior is,in
actuality, a function of the entiresample set, and that
the positive skew manifested bythe elemental frequency
distributions is not simply the resultof a few "unusual"
chondrules.On the other hand, itis also clear from
table 3.3 that such unusual samplesdo exist, and at least
four chondrules appear towarrant further study due to
their abnormally large number ofoutlying elements
(namely: 59, 10A, 11C and 14C).The latter three samples
are found to containrelatively high concentrations of
both refractory and volatilelithophile elements, and they40
Table 3.3Summary of Mokoia chondrule outliers.
sample number elements
5 Mn*
13 Ga
16 Ni*
29 Au*
31/32 Mn*
36 Mn*
38 Ir
46 Au*
59 Mg#,Fe*,Ir*,Au*,Co*,Cr*,Ni*,Ga*,Se*
70 Mn*
80 Br*
82 Ir
95 Mn,Fe
98 Na,Br*
100 Mn*,Cr*
2A V,Mn*,Cr*
6A Al,V,Yb
8A Sc
9A Sc
10A Ca,Eu,Yb,Na*,A1*,V*,La*,Sm*
11A Se,Au*
12A La
14A A1,La,Sm
17A Mn,La,Na*
20A Au
23A Sc,V,Ga
24A Au
25A Ga*,Br*
2C Ir
5C Ga*
7C Ga,Os,Ir*
8C Ti
9C Au,Br
11C Na,Ca,A1*,V*,La*,Sm*
12C Mn*,Cr*
14C Ca,A1*,V*,La*,Sm*
17C V,Au*
18C Sc,Yb,V*
* denotes far-outlier.
# indicates low-lying outlier.41
are characteristicallyCa-,A1-, and REE-enriched.
Chondrule 59 is unique in thatit contains only a minor
amount of silicate material (asevidenced by the low Mg-
content) and is relativelyenriched in siderophiles and
chalcophiles, which suggests thatit is some type of
metal-sulfide complex.
3.5Intervariable Correlations
As noted in Kachigan (1982),correlation analysis is
a study of therelationships that exist betweenrandomly
sampled variables, and itincludes the identification and
summary of suchrelationships.This summary is in the
form of a square,symmetric matrix comprised of
"correlation coefficients" (labeled as"r") which indicate
the extent of any systematiclinear association between
each pair of variables;an r-value equal to +1.0(-1.0)
implies a perfect positive(negative) linear relationship,
whereas r=0 suggests a completelack of correlation
between the variables inquestion.Additionally, the
quantity "r2" indicates theproportion of variance in one
variable that is attributable to asecond variable.
No causal interpretations canbe safely made on the
basis of these results due to thepotential existence of
"confounding variables" (see below),yet this technique
serves as a powerfuldescriptive and hypothesis-generating
(i.e., heuristic) tool.As a consequence, this typeof
analysis may not explain "why"certain variables covary,42
but it does suggest "how", andthis allows the
investigator to make behavioralpredictions, draw
comparisons to other systems, and suggestlikely genetic
mechanisms.
Correlation analysis normally presumes thatall
random variables exhibit near-Gaussiandistributions, but
"non-parametric" methods exist which make noassumptions
as to these underlyingdistributions.Due to the
prevalent lognormal behavior of thevariables in this
study (recall section 3.3), anon-parametric technique was
utilized here and "rank correlationcoefficients" were
subsequently determined (ibid., STATGRAPHICSmanual).The
resulting correlation matrix (see table 3.4) wasanalyzed
and a number of x-y plots forspecific variable pairs with
relatively significant correlationcoefficients were
examined in some detail.
The strongest correlations are foundbetween Ca and
Al (r = 0.90), Al and Sc (r = 0.80), Aland La (r = 0.85),
Sm and Al (r = 0.92), Ca and Sm (r =0.80), Sc and Sm (r =
0.81), La and Sm (r = 0.90), Yb and Sm (r =0.80), Fe and
Co (r = 0.81), Ni and Co (r = 0.87),and Os and Ir (r =
0.84).Two dominant "groups" of elements aresuggested by
the overall results of the correlationanalysis:[Ca, Al,
Ti, Na(?), Sc, REE] and [Fe,Ni, Co, Se].In a
geochemical sense, these results suggest thatthe former
group is composed entirelyof "common" lithophiles while
thelatterseems to represent somestrongchalcophile-43
Table 3.4Mokoia ch
Ti
Al
Fe
Mg
Ca
Na
Mn
V
Sc
La
Sm
Eu
Yb
Lu
Ni
Cr
Co
Ga Se
Se 1.00 Br
Br 0.091.00 Ir
Ir 0.200.121.00 Au
Au 0.370.170.451.00 Ho
Ho-0.20 -0.150.320.261.00 Os
Os 0.13 -0.030.840.120.201.00mass
mas! -0.230.020.230.220.29 -0.311.0044
siderophile interrelationship,which is confirmed by
factor analysis in thefollowing section.Three-
dimensional plots (see figure 3.1)further support of
these claims, although onemust not ignore thepossible
effects of confoundingvariables and, therefore, such
diagrams should be taken cum granosalis (e.g., a pseudo-
AB correlation mightsimply be the result ofsimultaneous
AC-BC relations).
As an aside, it can be seenfrom the Ni-Se-Co-Fe
plots (see figures 3.1 and5.5) that samples 59 and 16 are
clear outliers in terms ofsample groupings and overall
trends which indicates thatthese objects must have been
subject to considerablydifferent processes, or were
formed from relativelyunique parent materials, with
respect to the remainingchondrules.Conversely, the
Co/Se and Fe/Co,Se plots(figure 5.5) suggest that these
samples do follow the bulktrend.It would seem,
therefore, that the dataavailable for these objects leads
to some ambiguity.Hence, these unusualobjects (and
others equally distinctive)certainly warrant additional
study, since even"non-ordinary" chondrules should serve
to provide furtherenlightenment andhelp to place
constraints on solar systemformational history.
Another important conclusionwhich can be drawn from
this study stems from thecorrelation between chondrule
mass and volume (referto figure 3.2).Mokoia chondrules
areseento have an average densityof 2.84g/cm3and,45
Figure 3.1Three-dimensional plots for selected elements.
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since these two variables are sostrongly related (i.e.,
since density is reasonablyconstant), mass may be
considered an adequate indicatorof chondrule size (at
least in the case of Mokoia).
Summarily, correlation analysishas:(1) led to the
identification of two major elemental groupsassociated
with Mokoia chondrules (whichcould have some bearing on
prospective formational mechanism(s)and/or precursor
materials),(2)it has described numerousinterelement
relationships that may, in turn, becompared with other
similar studies in the hopes ofelucidating chondrule
history,(3) it has provided importantinformation
regarding mass/size interchangeabilityand chondrule
density, and (4)it has confirmed the existenceof at
least two unique objectsin which further investigationis
justified.
3.6Factor Analysis
Factor analysis is aninvaluable exploratory tool
which effectively identifiesand extracts any
"redundancies" associated with a largeset of correlated
variables.This is done by analyzing acorrelation matrix
and finding those variableswhich are highly correlated
with each other (yet have lowcorrelations with other
variables), and then combines theseinto a set of
"derived" variables known as "factors".Such factors, or
groupings of similar variables,may be thought of loosely48
Figure 3.2Mass/volume correlation plot.
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as manifestations of abstract,underlying dimensions which
contain considerably more information than theindividual
variables studied separately.
The computer-derived factors are determinedsuch that
the first one explains the greatest amount ofvariance in
the total data set, while the second accountsfor the next
largest amount of variability and iscompletely
uncorrelated with the first (i.e., when plotted as axesin
n-dimensional space, such factors will be orthogonal to
each other).Subsequently-obtained factors describe
smaller and smaller fractions of the totaldata while
maintaining orthogonality with all previous factors.In
the present investigation, the end result ofthis
procedure will be the identification of a selectnumber of
factors which will, in turn, be utilized in anattempt to
identify likely chondrule precursor materials and shed
some light on solar system and/orchondrule formational
history.
The initial output from the factor analysis procedure
is a list of "eigenvalues", such as that found in table
3.5 (there are 25 in this case, one for eachoriginal
variable).The magnitude of each eigenvalue is an
indication of the amount of variance represented by the
associated factor;e.g., factor 1 accounts for as much
variance in the total data set as 8.39 of the original
variables would have (on the average).Table 3.5 also
identifiestherelativepercent ofvarianceforeach50
Table 3.5Eigenvalues from factor analysis.
factor eigenvalue
percent
variance
cumulative
percent.
1* 8.39 33.3 33.3
2* 4.57 18.1 51.5
3* 2.55 10.1 61.6
4* 2.05 8.1 69.7
5* 1.39 5.5 75.2
6* 1.06 4.2 79.5
7 0.80 3.2 82.6
8 0.64 2.5 85.2
9 0.58 2.3 87.5
10 0.54 2.1 39.6
11 0.44 1.7 91.3
12 0.40 1.6 92.9
13 0.33 1.3 94.2
14 0.29 1.2 95.3
15 0.27 1.1 96.4
16 0.22 0.9 97.3
17 0.20 0.8 98.1
18 0.14 0.6 98.7
19 0.10 0.4 99.1
20 0.08 0.3 99.4
21 0.06 0.3 99.6
22 0.05 0.2 99.8
23 0.03 0.1 100.0
24 0.01 0.0 100.0
25 -0.19 0.0 100.0
*retained factors.51
factor, as well as theircumulative contributions.In
order to simplify the data, onlythose factors which
individually account for more variancethan a single
original variable will be retained(i.e., the first six
factors in table 3.5 witheigenvalues exceeding unity).
Next, a factor matrix is produced(table 3.6) in
which the rows are composed of theoriginal variables and
the columns represent the selectedfactors.Cell entries
are referred to as"factor loadings" and indicate the
extent to which each originalvariable contributes to the
meaning of the individual factors;in other words, each
loading represents a correlationcoefficient between a
factor and an original variable.
Finally, a factor/axis "rotation"is performed in n-
dimensional space which causes theloadings to be either
very high (approaching +/-1.0) or very low (near 0).The
resulting elimination of mostintermediate loadings is
expected to aid in the interpretationof the selected
factors by emphasizing only thestrongest and weakest
variable contributions (refer to table3.7).Many types
of axes-rotation algorithmsexist, but the common
"varimax" method was utilized in thisprocedure such that
100 iterations and/or a convergencecriterion of 1E-5 were
met.
Factor 1 in table 3.7 is composedentirely of major
and trace lithophilic elements(recall section 3.5);
specifically, it is composed of Al, Sm, La, Ca, Yb,Sc,52
Table 3.6Preliminary factor matrix.
factors
variable 1 2 3 4 5 6
Ti 0.70 0.16 0.20 -0.02 0.30 -0.22
Al 0.93 0.07 -0.05 -0.19 0.06 -0.04
Fe -0.09 -0.84 0.22 -0.18 0.04 -0.07
Mg -0.28 0.67 0.12 0.52 0.06 -0.17
Ca 0.85 -0.11 -0.16 -0.19 0.20 0.06
Na 0.61 0.25 0.25 -0.38 -0.08 0.18
Mn 0.13 0.02 0.35 -0.64 -0.38 0.22
V 0.63 0.22 -0.07 0.29 0.05 -0.32
Sc 0.83 0.18 -0.20 0.06 -0.15 -0.09
La 0.88 0.00 -0.04 -0.18 -0.09 -0.01
Sm 0.93 0.03 -0.02 -0.13 0.00 -0.06
Eu 0.76 -0.09 0.23 0.00 0.07 -0.23
Yb 0.86 -0.08 0.10 -0.13 0.17 0.05
Lu 0.75 0.00 0.19 0.30 -0.15 0.17
Ni -0.06 -0.85 0.06 0.08 0.09 -0.23
Cr 0.06 -0.08 0.67 -0.07 -0.51 0.00
Co -0.10 -0.94 0.10 0.12 0.02 -0.19
Ga 0.18 -0.52 -0.61 0.08 -0.21 0.17
Se -0.12 -0.65 0.59 0.12 -0.08 -0.11
Br 0.07 -0.42 -0.09 -0.26 0.70 0.31
Ir 0.53 -0.48 0.00 0.57 -0.07 0.38
Au 0.31 -0.61 0.01 0.15 -0.07 -0.11
Ho 0.71 0.01 -0.36 0.12 -0.24 -0.29
Os 0.53 0.10 0.37 0.63 0.05 0.46
mass 0.03 -0.34 -0.80 -0.05 -0.37 0.1253
Table 3.7Rotated (varimax) factor matrix.
factors
variable 1 2 3 4 5 6
Ti 0.76 -0.03 -0.32 0.06 -0.09 0.08
Al 0.93 -0.08 0.07 0.09 0.13 0.11
Fe -0.10 0.84 0.06 -0.08 0.19 0.21
Mg -0.25 -0.50 -0.42 0.14 -0.43 -0.38
Ca 0.83 0.02 0.18 0.10 0.05 0.31
Na 0.59 -0.23 -0.14 0.09 0.51 0.08
Mn 0.10 -0.02 -0.05 -0.13 0.84 -0.02
V 0.66 -0.11 -0.06 0.12 -0.33 -0.24
Sc 0.81 -0.19 0.22 0.16 -0.03 -0.17
La 0.86 -0.02 0.15 0.11 0.21 0.01
Sm 0.92 -0.02 0.08 0.12 0.12 0.03
Eu 0.78 0.21 -0.17 0.12 0.04 -0.05
Yb 0.83 0.08 -0.03 0.20 0.14 0.22
Lu 0.62 0.02 0.00 0.57 0.08 -0.15
Ni -0.05 0.87 0.13 -0.04 -0.13 0.10
Cr 0.00 0.27 -0.31 0.19 0.57 -0.45
Co -0.12 0.95 0.16 0.02 -0.09 0.07
Ga 0.08 0.26 0.80 0.11 -0.10 0.09
Se -0.16 0.80 -0.28 0.19 0.18 -0.10
Br 0.06 0.25 0.01 0.00 -0.05 0.88
Ir 0.30 0.37 0.31 0.81 -0.12 0.05
Au 0.27 0.60 0.21 0.17 -0.05 -0.02
Ho 0.73 -0.02 0.38 0.01 -0.17 -0.30
Os 0.31 -0.08 -0.22 0.94 -0.05 -0.02
mass -0.02 0.05 0.94 -0.10 -0.06 -0.0154
Eu, Ti, Ho, V, Lu, and Na (in decreasing order ofthe
magnitude of contribution) and it exhibits a slight
anticorrelation with Mg.The importance of this factor is
manifested by the fact that it describes fully one-third
of the overall variance in the data set (table 3.5).
Nearly 20% of the total variance is found in factor
2, which is seen to be made up of Co, Ni, Fe, Se, Au(and
possibly some Ir) as well as a marked negative
contribution from Mg.It would appear that this factor
might represent some type of chalcophile/siderophile phase
with an associated paucity of Mg-silicate(?) material, the
latter of which is suggested by the moderately strong
anticorrelation with Mg.
Factor 3 includes 10% of the data's variation andis
primarily a function of chondrule mass with a considerable
degree of Ga participation (see below).Ho may contribute
significantly to this factor, and it appears that some Mg-
silicate(?) anticorrelation may be present here as well.
There exists the possibility that the Ga-massrelationship
is misleading, thereby over-emphasizing the importance of
Ga in this factor;figure 3.3 shows that the correlation
between these two variables is moderately high (r = 0.72),
and yet the overall trend closely approaches a slope of
zero (particularly upon consideration ofthe error
associated with Ga data) which suggests a total lack of
correlation between these parameters.
Factor 4(>8%) loads high with the refractory55
Figure3.3Gallium/mass correlation plot;slopeequals
1.58E-1 (includingtwoupperoutliers)and6.53E-2
(exclusive).
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siderophiles Os and Ir (nebular 50%-condensation
temperatures at 10-4atm are 1814K and 1610K,respectively;
see Wasson, 1985), and alsoexhibits some contribution
from the refractory lithophile Lu (1597K, asabove;
ibid.).Factor 5 (5.5%) is comprised of the volatile to
moderately-volatile lithophiles Mn, Cr and Na (1190K,
1277K and 970K, respectively;ibid.), and factor 6 (>4%)
is primarily due to Br with a moderate negativeloading
for Cr;the latter two factors (as with 2 and 3) are
found to be somewhat anticorrelated with Mg(silicates?)
as well.
One might question the validity of the aboveresults
in light of the fact that factor analysis isparticularly
sensitive to the presence of a few unusual or distinctly
different objects within an "average" population (recall
samples 59, 10A, 11C and 14C;table 3.3).Such objects
could lead to results which are "biased" in their favor,
and so to preclude this possibility an additionalanalysis
was performed on the chondruledata set after the
elimination of these four samples.The new rotated factor
matrix is presented in table 3.8 and the overall results
are seen to be essentiallyequivalent to those determined
previously;hence, in this case, the presence of these
four unusual chondrules does not alter theconclusions
discussed above.
In this section, factor analysis has led tothe
identificationofsix dominant"quasi-variables"which57
Table3.8Rotated(varimax)factormatrixexcluding
outliers (i.e., 59, 10A, 11C, 14C).
factors
variables 1 2 3 4 5 6
Ti 0.72 -0.01 -0.36 0.08 -0.11 0.04
Al 0.94 -0.02 0.06 0.08 0.13 0.08
Fe -0.03 0.83 0.07 -0.14 0.18 0.26
Mg -0.19 -0.53 -0.41 0.10 -0.45 -0.36
Ca 0.84 0.05 0.16 0.07 0.03 0.30
Na 0.55 -0.26 -0.17 0.11 0.54 0.05
Mn 0.09 0.02 -0.02 -0.12 0.86 0.02
V 0.57 -0.04 -0.08 0.25 -0.32 -0.33
Sc 0.83 -0.15 0.20 0.13 -0.02 -0.20
La 0.86 0.00 0.12 0.09 0.21 -0.02
Sm 0.93 -0.01 0.05 0.09 0.11 0.00
Eu 0.71 0.26 -0.21 0.22 0.07 -0.11
Yb 0.82 0.11 -0.07 0.19 0.12 0.21
Lu 0.69 0.00 0.04 0.49 0.09 -0.16
Ni 0.03 0.87 0.13 -0.11 -0.14 0.14
Cr 0.06 0.21 -0.32 0.13 0.60 -0.39
Co -0.07 0.96 0.16 0.00 -0.08 0.10
Ga 0.10 0.23 0.81 0.13 -0.11 0.09
Se -0.13 0.78 -0.27 0.19 0.21 -0.11
Br 0.02 0.29 0.01 0.04 -0.08 0.85
Ir 0.40 0.31 0.32 0.77 -0.12 0.07
Au 0.19 0.63 0.24 0.25 -0.03 -0.09
Ho 0.69 0.00 0.36 0.02 -0.16 -0.36
Os 0.43 -0.15 -0.19 0.89 -0.03 0.00
mass -0.04 0.09 0.93 -0.08 -0.06 -0.0458
collectively describe nearly80% of the variability
associated with the completechondrule data set.A number
of these factors willbe compared withsimilar studies
performed on other carbonaceousand ordinary chondritesin
an attempt toshed some light on suchquestions as:were
these objects formedfrom the same orsimilar parental
material, or are theycomplementary components ofthe same
precursor?were they likelyformed at proximallocations
within the solar nebula?do these chondrulesrepresent
pristine nebular material, orhave they undergone some
form of secondaryalteration thereby precludingtheir use
as early solarsystem probes?Questions of this nature
will be addressed in thefollowing chapter whichdeals
with comparative analyses.59
4.RESULTS AND COMPARATIVE DISCUSSIONS
4.1Mass (size) Frequency Distributions
Particle mass and size frequency distributionswhich
exhibit skewed behavior toward larger values are commonin
both terrestrial and meteoriticpopulations.Cadle (1965,
1975) and Seinfeld (1975) discussanthropogenic and
naturally-occurring particulate matter (e.g.,aerosols,
wind-risen dust, sea spray, volcanicejecta, etc.) and
suggest that such materials are oftenwell-represented by
lognormal (or near-lognormal)distributions.Seinfeld
(1975) lists the processes whichaffect terrestrial
aerosol particles as:(a) production due to heterogeneous
or homogeneous nucleation(see below), (b) growth caused
by gas-phase reactions onparticle surfaces,(c)
scavenging of smaller particles by larger ones,and (d)
gravitational settling.Homogeneous nucleation occurs
when a gas vapor becomes super-saturatedto a specific
degree and minute clusters of thecondensed material
continue to grow rather than re-evaporate.Much lower
supersaturations are necessary for condensationif foreign
particles are present to act as "seed" nuclei(as in the
case of heterogeneousnucleation).[An analogy to (a)
above might be the homogeneouscondensation of
interstellar gas, and/or heterogeneouscondensation upon
supernova ejecta, to formsolid clusters (i.e., dust-
balls) which are subsequently modified by(b),(c) and60
(d).Such dust-balls may serve aschondrule precursor
material (Martin and Mills, 1976)].
Lognormally distributed chondrulepopulations from
carbonaceous and ordinarymeteorites have been reported by
Martin and Mills (1976), Dodd (1976),King and King (1978,
1979), Hughes (1978), Das Guptaet al. (1978), and Gooding
(1983).It has been suggested by someof these authors
(Dodd, 1976;King and King, 1979) that the massand size
frequency distributions arefunctions of the physical
conditions present at the time ofchondrule formation
(i.e., the formational mechanism washighly efficient and
yielded a restricted size range), orthey result from the
subsequent mass- and/orsize-sorting of chondrules before
or during theiraccumulation on parent bodies.
Conversely, Martin and Mills (1976)have proposed that the
restricted size range of chondrulescannot be due to a
major contribution from anysorting mechanism during
accretion of chondritic material,since one would expect
to find at least a fewchondrites with predominately
larger chondrules and some withpredominately smaller
ones.The authors believe that thesemeteorites are not
represented in our collections, andhence the lognormal
distributions must be caused by aprocess(es) acting upon
material which already possess suchsize characteristics
(e.g., dust-ball aggregateshaving a narrow size range,
which were subsequently melted by somehigh-energy event).61
In addition, King andKing (1979) have obtainedsize
frequency data for fluid dropchondrules (those showing
evidence of origin as quenched orcrystallized molten
droplets), lithic chondrules(exhibiting clastic textures
or evidence ofinterruption of fabric and/ortextures at
margins) and non-chondruleparticles from carbonaceous
meteorites and indicate thattheir distributions are
essentially equivalent.The investigators suggestthat if
these objects were producedby different mechanisms (orin
different environments) then anextremely effective size-
sorting process was necessaryto produce the similar
observed distributions.
A number of attemptshave been made to fitchondrule
data to Rosin's Law (Martinand Mills, 1976, 1978;
Hughes, 1978) which is knownto accurately describe size
frequency distributions from(a) fragments such as those
produced by artificialcrushing (e.g., industrially-
comminuted coal) and (b) certainweathering products and
sediments (e.g., glacial till,pyroclastic deposits, lunar
soil;the latter, presumably,because it was formed by
repeated impacts).In each of the abovestudies, Rosin's
Law was seen to provide a poorfit to the chondrule mass
distributions (primarily due todiscrepancies at the
smallest masses, in which thelaw over-emphasizes the
quantity of this fraction) leadingthe authors to suggest
that crushing forces were notpredominant during chondrule
(or precursor?) formation andaccretion.An extension of62
Rosin's Law that appears togive a better fit to the
chondrule data (i.e., one inwhich the smallest particles
are "missing" withrespect to the law) is theWeibull
distribution (Hughes, 1978).Accordingly, the author
indicates that the chondrule massdistribution could
result from a Rosindistribution (i.e., a crushing
mechanism) followed by aerodynamicand/or gravitational
sorting which are size-dependent and canseparate out the
fine fraction.Otherwise, the distribution could be
produced by somefragmentation-plus-condensation mechanism
which results in an inherentminimum chondrule size in the
end product.In light of these results, anattempt was
made to match the Mokoia chondruledata to a STATGRAPHICS
Weibull distribution using thecomputer-chosen parameters
(shape constant = 0.827, scaleconstant = 3.062);a chi-
square value of 0.30 wasobtained which may suggest a
significant contribution from somemechanism(s) such as
those described above.
It has been implied by Dodd(1976) that the
possibility is only remote that the observedchondrule
size distribution in any way reflectsthe formational
process, as indicated bythe wide variety of chondrule
forms, textures and mineralogies(which testify to a
varied and complex pre-accumulationhistory).He also
claims that gravitational sortingis an unfeasible
mechanism for creating the observedchondrule
distributions except in the highlyrestrictive case of a63
parent body with a non-stagnant,laminar-motion
atmosphere, whereby larger/denserobjects settle and
accumulate and smaller/less-denseparticles remain
suspended.Rather, Dodd (1976) supportsaerodynamic
sorting in which small planetesimalswith insignificant
gravitational fields move through amixture of particles
and gas such that aerodynamicdrag sweeps small and/or
low-density particles past the bodywhile others accrete.
A first-order approximation ofthe "degree" of
sorting present in the Mokoia chondrules wascalculated in
terms of the Inman (1952)sorting coefficient.This
parameter is defined as one-half thedifference between
the values at the 84th and16th percentiles on the
cumulative frequency plot of particlesizes (phi scale),
and was determined here for boththe average and largest
chondrule diameters.In both cases a value of
approximately 0.55 - 0.60 was obtained,which falls within
the range measured for terrestrialatmospheric cloud
droplets (0.42 - 0.64) but is bettersorted than volcanic
ejecta (1.1 - 2.2), lunar soils (1.55 2.5),
artificially produced impact ejecta (4.3),and some
terrestrial sediments (Dodd, 1976 andreferences therein).
Based on the diverse and oftenconflicting arguments
expressed above, one might conclude(as in Dodd, 1976)
that the Mokoia chondrule mass andsize distributions can
tell us little or nothing forcertain with regards to the
mechanism(s) which led to chondruleformation.And yet,64
at the very least,it should be possible toidentify
certain phenomena as potentialcontributors, or eliminate
others from consideration,based on the Mokoia results.
The Mokoia chondrule massfrequency distribution wasfound
to fit a lognormal curveexceptionally well, however it
would appear that aWeibull distribution cannotbe
definitely precluded.This could indicate that
crushing/comminution forces cameinto play at some time
prior to (or during) chondruleaccretion on the parent
body, and since manychondrules from Mokoiagive some
indication of partial deteriorationthrough abrasion or
mechanical modification (Cohenet al., 1983), it appears
likely that these forcescould have acted upon the
chondrules, themselves.On the other hand, spongy,
incoherent dust-balls/chondruleprecursors producedby
condensation of interstellar gas(in the manner described
by Seinfeld, 1975) mayhave experienced collisionsand
comminution (due to turbulencein the early nebula?),
thereby leading to apopulation (restricted in size)whose
individuals were subsequently meltedwhile retaining their
original distribution.
Furthermore, it would appearthat post-formational
sorting of chondrules should notbe ruled out for all
cases.Assuming that the Mokoia dataset is
representative, the "incompleteness"of the normally-
distributed size data (seeAppendix figure A.1:n.b., the
logarithms of a lognormallydistributed population lead to65
a Gaussian curve)suggests that somemodification of the
chondrule population may haveoccurred, although whether
the potential sortingis gravitationally,aerodynamically,
or otherwiseinduced is uncertain at thispoint.
Finally, the approximatedsorting coefficient would
seem to precludeboth volcanism and impactphenomena as
likely formational mechanismsfor Mokoia chondrules,
although such activities mostcertainly were occurring
throughout solar systemhistory.Conversely, the close
association of the degree ofsorting between Mokoia
chondrules (or their precursors)and terrestrial cloud
droplets supports theaforementioned scenario in which
nebular dust-balls condense,partially evaporate and re-
condense, collide andcomminute within a somewhat-
turbulent environment in the presenceof a gravitational
field (i.e., due to thenebular midplane).It is
suggested here that subsequentheating and/or melting of
theseobjects, and possiblemodification due to minor
sorting of their progeny, couldthen lead to the observed
Mokoia chondrule mass frequencydistribution.
4.2Element Frequency Distributions
In addition to theMokoia data presented inthis
study, positively-skewedelement distributions havebeen
identified for chondrules fromother carbonaceous and
ordinary chondrites (as inOsborn et al., 1973, 1974 and
Gooding, 1983).Lognormal distributions interrestrial66
materials were acknowledged asearly as forty years agoby
Ahrens (1954a), whosuggested that such elementalbehavior
was universaland therefore themanifestation of a
geochemical "law".This statement waschallenged by
Chayes (1954) with thecontention that concentrationsof
trace and minor elementsin crystalline rockscommonly
exhibit extreme values(i.e., they are rare butnot
unheard of) and areinvariably bounded at thelower end by
zero, therebycreating a situation whichis ideal for the
development of a truncateddistribution with a positive
skew (yet the authoralso claimed that"lognormality"
should not always beconsidered a foregoneconclusion;
also see Shaw, 1 9 6 1 ) .
In spite of thisopposition, Ahrens (1954b)later
argued that the lognormallaw was still a viable one,
although an exact fit isnot always to be expected(rare
exceptions may exist) andother distributions(e.g.,
binomial, Poisson, etc.) mayoccasionally be more
suitable.In a summary ofigneous rock results to date,
Ahrens (1966) showed thatthe greatest tendencyby far
(i.e., >75%) is that ofpositively-skewed elemental
frequency distributions,several of which exhibit (or
approach) lognormality.Some elements (e.g., Kand Si)
often showed a distinctinclination toward negative skew,
yet the author felt thatthis was to be expectedin a
multicomponent system in whichmost of the abundant
constituents are skewedotherwise (see Aubrey, 1956 and67
Shaw, 1961);furthermore, any trace elementthat is
closely associated with anegatively-skewed major element
would likely mimic suchbehavior.
Shaw (1961) dividedterrestrial rocks into two main
groups, the firstof which is composedof those
crystalline rocks that have aclear and distinct
physicochemical origin (such asthat manifested in
chemical sediments, igneous andmetamorphic rocks, i.e.,
those which have resulted fromhomogeneous crystallization
or recrystallization).The second group contains the same
rocks with the addition ofthe products of (a)biochemical
or adsorptive processesand/or (b) mechanical
disintegration and mixing;these would include, e.g., all
altered and most sedimentaryrocks.Rocks of the latter
group result frommultiple processes and are therefore
expected to exhibit complex(or mixed) bulk element
distributions, whereas rocks of thefirst type are likely
to display relativelysimple distributions.In fact, Shaw
(1961) indicates that the lawof mass action alone(which
would be a strongcontrolling factor during
crystallization) theoreticallyprovides an effective means
of establishing a simplelognormal element distributionif
one assumes thatthe species exist asdilute ideal
solutions (i.e., in the case oftrace elements,
specifically).
Based solely on the Mokoiaelement frequency
distributions, it would appear thatchondrule formation in68
aplanetaryenvironmentisunlikely(e.g., impact-
generated melt droplets from aheterogeneous regolith
material) due to the expectedcomplexity of the resulting
distributions (barring any subsequenthomogenization
process).Volcanism cannot be precluded inthis case, but
previous results regarding degreeof sorting (section 4.1)
are shown to benonsupportive of this mechanism.
Consequently, a nebular origin ofMokoia chondrules is
suspected, i.e., one in whichthese objects were created
from a reasonably (and locally)homogeneous medium such as
the widely accepted conceptualsolar nebula discussed
previously.
4.3Intervariable Correlations
Intervariable correlations areancillary to factor
analysis, and hence theirprimary function is largely
supportive.Such correlations areeasily visualized in
the results of factoranalysis (see following section),
the latter of which may thenbe utilized in attempts to
characterize the data set andidentify similarities shared
with other "groups" of data.Despite this supportive role
(and the redundanciesincurred through the discussion of
both correlation and factoranalysis results) it would,
nonetheless,be informative to compare afew selected
variable-pair correlations with thoseof earlier studies
regarding chondritic material(particularly since many of69
these did not utilize the moreadvanced statistical
techniques).
Element-mass correlations andanticorrelations for
chondrule sets have been observedand/or predicted by
several investigators.Grossman and Wasson (1983)
suggested that smaller chondrulesshould be more volatile-
poor due to theirhigher surface area-to-volumeratios,
which would lead to a greaterloss of these elements for
the smallest chondrules.Yet in their study of numerous
chondrules from unequilibratedordinary and carbonaceous
chondrites (including Mokoia) theyfound no conclusive
evidence to support this claim.Additionally, Mokoia
results from the presentinvestigation (see figure 4.1)
indicate a complete lack ofcorrelation between chondrule
mass and thevolatile lithophile Na.As the predicted
behavior seems reasonable (i.e.,protracted loss of the
most volatile elements withcontinued heating/melting of
chondrules/precursors), the above resultswould seem to
indicate that the high-energy eventleading to the
production and/or modification of mostchondrules was of
very short duration (orspecial conditions existed which
precluded extensive volatilizationof many species);
n.b., such conclusions also appearto be supported by the
results from the volatilesiderophile Ga (recall figure
3.3).
Tsuchiyama, et al. (1981) determinedexperimentally
thattheextentof Na-loss fromchondrulesandtheir70
Figure4.1Mokoiachondrule Na-contentvs.mass(no
correlation).
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analogs was a directfunction of time, temperature,
droplet size and oxygenpartial pressure (also see Housley
and Cirlin, 1984).Not surprisingly, theyobserved that
Na20 contents decreasedwith heating time whileincreased
temperatures enhanced the rateof loss.In addition,
smaller objects exhibitedfaster Na-loss and an elevated
p(02) was seen tomitigate this volatilizationaccording
to the following formula:
Na20(liq) = 2Na(gas) + 1/2 02(gas).
Based on the assumptionthat the f(02) at thetime of
chondrule production was"normal", the authors suggest
that the formationalmechanism was one of instantheating
followed by immediate cooling;based on similar results,
Hewins (1983) has indicatedthat chondrule precursors
spent (at most) only a fewhours at high temperature(s).
Nagahara (1983) states thatthe average bulk
chondrule composition consistsmainly of olivine, pyroxene
and plagioclase components,and therefore a partially
melted precursor whichcrystallized the first two minerals
must be mostly enrichedin plagioclase;such
incompletely-melted chondrules arequite common as
evidenced by the occasional presenceof "relict" grains.
This residual liquid would be morepolymerized than that
resulting from a total melt andhence volatile loss would
be somewhat precluded(i.e., slow cooling of some
chondrules would notnecessarily conflict with the72
presence ofvolatiles).A dense, alkali-richenvironment
for chondrule formationhas been suggested (Kuratet al.,
1985) which would alsolimit Na-loss from hotchondrules,
and yet it seems that such anunusual condition would be
manifested by additionalphenomena as well (none ofwhich
have been alluded to).
The retention of Na dueto an elevated f(02) was
discussed by Wood (1988b),Grossman (1988) andHewins
(1988).The former authors haveindicated that a higher-
than-nebular oxygenfugacity could be achievedby
vaporizing a large amount ofsilicate material prior to or
during chondrule formation(which would lead to an
increase in the H20/H2ratio in certainlocalities,
thereby minimizing theloss of Na).Based on olivine
compositions in certain carbonaceouschondrules, Wood
(1988b) claims that an 0/Hratio of 5-20 times thecosmic
ratio must have been presentat least locally;
particle/gas sorting (e.g., dueto gravitationalsettling
of solid chondrule precursorstoward the nebularmidplane)
may have led toregions rich in dust which, upon
experiencing vaporization andrecondensation, would be
exposed to majorfluctuations in the 0/H ratio.Hewins
(1988), on the other hand,suggests that oxygenfugacity
may be locallyhigh as a result of evaporationin a dust-
ice cluster.
In any event, itis clear from theforegoing
discussion that the phenomenonof volatile loss from73
chondrules/precursors is still imperfectlyunderstood, and
yet (if one assumes the simplestscenario, i.e., a
"normal" nebular environment) theMokoia data seem to
support a formational mechanismwhich involved heating and
cooling durations of limited extent(possibly on the order
of seconds to hours) with orwithout a gravitationally
induced solid/gas fractionation that createdregionally
enhanced oxygen fugacities.
Osborn and Schmitt (1971) identifiedpositive
correlations between chondrule mass and Al, Sc,and Ir
froma group of 26 ordinaryand carbonaceous chondrites.
Ir-mass and Al-mass anticorrelations wereobserved in
ordinary chondrites (Osborn et al., 1973) andthe latter
was also reported for tenMokoia chondrules by Osborn et
al.(1974).As seen in figure 4.2, the presentMokoia
datadoes not support the above results (asthese
elements exhibit insignificant correlationswith mass),
but this disagreement may be a function ofthe limitations
associated with the earlier studies (e.g., smallsample
set, the combined analysis ofpotentially disparate
chondrule populations, etc.).
4.4Factor Analysis
Although in recent years the number of factor
analysis studies regarding chondrules hasincreased,
essentially all of these have utilized softwarewhich is
incompatible with "missing" data values.It was therefore74
Figure 4.2Element-mass plots for Mokoia chondrules. In
each case, there exists a complete lack ofcorrelation.
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necessary for theseinvestigators to eliminate certain
samples (e.g., those which wereanalyzed for only a few
elements), as well as specificelements that were
not detected precisely for allchondrules, in order to
obtain a complete data matrix.In many cases, mean or
estimated values (obtained from summarystatistics and
interelement regressions, respectively) weresubstituted
for missing data, but such adhoc additions could not
contribute any new information to theoverall results.
Conversely, STATGRAPHICS (v4.0) accepts"non-entries"
within a data matrix so that all samplesand elements can
be incorporated into the statisticalcalculations, thereby
precluding the unnecessary elimination of anyinformation
while enhancing the correlation andfactor analysis
results with respect to earlierstudies.
Before attempting to decipher theresults of factor
analysis a number of assumptions arecommonly made (see
Grossman et al., 1988).First, one normally supposes that
chondrules essentially acted as closedsystems for most
elements, in which case theoreticalcomponents (i.e.,
factors) can be equated with actual precursormaterials
and, subsequently, mineralogies mayoften be inferred.
With respect to those elements which areparticularly
susceptible to loss/separation throughvolatilization/
immiscibility, the resulting component(s) mayeither be
related to the composition of theresiduum or the
evaporated/immiscible fraction.In addition, it is77
assumed that the chondrules underinvestigation have not
been significantly modified bysecondary processes such as
thermalmetamorphism, chemical or aqueousactivity,etc.
In the present study, theMokoia chondrite was chosen
specifically for its primarily unalterednature and
therefore this assumption iswell-founded (recall section
1.2).Finally, it is expected that mostchondrules were
formed by the same general process(es)within the same or
equivalent settings, otherwise theinferred components
might be only fortuitous and largelymeaningless products
of the correlations betweensimilar but unrelated
populations of chondrules.
Summary tabulations of someinferred chondrule
precursors based on theresults of factor analyses to date
may be found in Grossman,et al.(1988, Table 9.1.2) and
Rubin and Wasson (1988) withassociated references; the
latter is reproduced here in table 4.1.It is evident
from these compilations thatchondrules of different major
chondrite groups were formed fromsignificantly different
precursor materials and/orvariable amounts of such
components.Results from the present Mokoia study(refer
to figure 4.3) largely supportprevious work regarding CV-
type chondrites, but a fewdifferences do exist;n.b.,
these earlier data are based solely onthe results of INAA
and EPMA studies on the Allende (CV3)meteorite (see Rubin
and Wasson, 1987) and, consequently,further studies on
unequilibratedCV-typematerial (e.g.,Kaba,Vigarano,78
Table4.1Inferred chondrule precursorcomponentsfrom
RubinandWasson(1988); appropriatereferencescited
therein.
chondrule group precursor components
OC
EH
CV
CM-CO
1. refractory lithophiles, olivine;
low FeO
2. silica, FeO, pyroxene;low refrac-
tories
3. refractory siderophiles
4. common and volatile siderophiles,
chalcophiles
5. volatile lithophiles
1. refractory lithophiles, olivine
2. Na, REE (except Eu)
3. Ca-Eu-Se
4. siderophiles
1. refractory lithophiles; low FeO
2. common and refractory siderophiles,
chalcophiles
3. Si, Cr, Mn, pyroxene; moderate FeO
4. volatile and refractory siderophiles
5. alkalis
1. common and volatile siderophiles, Cr,
chalcophiles
2. refractory lithophiles, Na
3. Mn, Si, pyroxene
4. FeO, olivineFigure 4.3Mokoia chondrule factor analysis results.
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etc.) are necessary to more fullycharacterize the
chondrule precursors in this subgroup.
Rubin and Wasson (1987) identified two primary
components in the Allende meteorite (accounting for34%
and 22% of the total variance, respectively;see figure
4.4) which appear to be essentially equivalent tofactors
#1 (33%) and #2 (18%) in the present Mokoia study.
Although not determined for Allende factor #1,the
elements Na, Ti, Ho, Yb and Lu were found tocontribute
significantlyto the same factor in Mokoia, and whileMg
correlates with this component in the formerit
anticorrelates in the latter.Assuming that Mg is
normally associated with the most common chondrulephases
(i.e., olivine and pyroxene), this would seem to suggest
that the lithophilic component/precursor waspartially
incorporated into Allende Mg-silicates but largely
excluded from them in Mokoia (evidently, thesemeteorites
were either formed in differentregions of the solar
nebula or they were separated temporally such that the
lithophilic precursor was "unavailable" to Mokoia during
its high-temperature silicate formation).Iridium is seen
to load weakly on factor #1 for both chondrites, whereas
Au and Os also contribute to this component in Mokoia.An
Ir-Os precursor is indicated by Mokoia factor #4and
perhaps some of this highly refractory component was
combined with the lithophilic material described above.
In terms of factor #2, the Fe-Ni-Co-Se associationis83
Figure 4.4Factor analysis results from the Allende (CV3)
meteorite (Rubin and Wasson, 1987).84
common to both meteorites, asis the Mg (silicate?)
anticorrelation.Furthermore, while Ir contributes
appreciably in both cases, Ga loadssignificantly in
Allende and the presence of Auis indicated in Mokoia
only.It is uncertain at this timewhy Os does not also
load higher on Mokoia factor#2, but this could indicate
that not all of the Ir wasassociated with the
aforementioned refractory precursor(factor #4).
A Mn-Cr component (factor#3, 12%) was identified in
the Allende meteorite whichis similar to that of Mokoia
factor #5 (5.5%), although thelatter includes appreciable
Na as well, and Rubin and Wasson(1987) suggested that
this component was associated withmodal pyroxene.Such
an association withthis mineral is somewhat questionable
if our assumption that "Mg followsolivine and pyroxene"
is correct, since both meteoritesshow an anticorrelation
between Mn-Cr and Mg.Also, Au-As and alkali components
were found in Allende(factors #4[10%] and #5[7%],
respectively), but no such information wasidentified for
Mokoia.
Overall, the Allende and Mokoiaresults are mutually
supportive, although distinct but minordifferences exist.
The two primary factors arequite similar (i.e., the
lithophile and chalcophile/siderophilecomponents) and the
Mn-Cr precursor is common to both,but the likeness ends
there as the additional factors areclearly disparate.
Such dissimilarities do notunequivocally preclude thepossibility that Mokoia and Allende meteorites are of the
same parent body, for they may simply be the
manifestations of local nebular inhomogeneities (temporal
and/or spatial) or minor secondary modification(s)
experienced within the parent.
In their study of the Ornans chondrite
(unequilibrated, CO-type), Rubin and Wasson (1988)
identified four factors accounting for 36%, 24%, 15% and
7.5% of the total data variability, respectively (see also
McSween et al., 1983).The primary factor appears to be
equivalent to factor #2 of Mokoia and Allende, although
for Ornans this siderophile/chalcophile component is
considerably more enriched in Cr while V also loads
significantly (Ir, Au and Ga contributions, as well as a
strong Mg anticorrelation, are common to this factor in
both subgroups;see figure 4.5).Ornans' factor #2 is
85
not appreciably different from that of the CV-type factor
#1, both of which are mainly comprised of refractory-to-
volatile lithophile elements with a Mg anticorrelation,
and Ir and Ga load higher on this factor for the Ornans
meteorite.A third factor consists of substantial Mn and
modal pyroxene with a minor amount of Cr, and may
represent the same component as factor #5 in Mokoia and
factor #3 in Allende (n.b., each of these factors displays
a negative loading for Mg and it is uncertain at this
point why Allende and Ornans, and supposedly Mokoia,
exhibit an anticorrelation between Mg and modal pyroxene).86
Figure 4.5Factor analysis results from the Ornans(CO3)
meteorite (Rubin and Wasson, 1988).
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Evidently, CO- and CV-type chondrules formed fromthe same
(or very similar) precursor materialswhile the former
incorporated more of the chalcophile/siderophilecomponent
and the latter a larger amount of thelithophile
component.Perhaps these objects formed at similar
heliocentric distances but at different verticalpositions
with respect to the nebular midplane.Any heterogeneity
in this dimension (e.g., a segregation oflithophilic and
siderophilic/chalcophilic particles due to grain-size
and/or density variations) would lead toproximal, yet
dissimilar and often complementary, parental regions.
Such a fractionation phenomenon was also alludedto by
Rubin and Wasson (1988) as a means of creating thebulk
compositional differences between the chondrite groups,
and if this scenario is true then it may bepossible to
determine which of the aforementioned major components
settled more completely toward the nebular midplane (and
thereby understand more clearly the relativeformational
regions for chondrules of the CO and CV subgroups).An
intensive petrographic examination is necessary in order
to locate these precursor grains, assuming that theyhave
not been significantly altered in form or content andthat
their actual sizes are not so small as to inhibit study.
Although unequilibrated ordinary chondrites are not
included in this study, it may be helpful to mention
briefly some early factor analysis results regarding these
objects.Grossman and Wasson (1982, 1983) analyzed a88
number of chondrules from theChainpur (L3) and Semarkona
(LL3) meteorites and alsoidentified lithophile and
metal/sulfide components which are somewhatsimilar to
those of the carbonaceous chondrules(see figure 4.6).In
addition, a volatile lithophile precursoris indicated
(recall Allende factor #5) aswell as some unknown
phenomenon which apparently led tovariations in modal
olivine versus pyroxene.This seems to indicate that
ordinary and carbonaceous chondrules mayhave shared some
similar parental material(s) or slightvariations thereof.
If this is true, such a fact wouldhave significant impact
on the commonassumption that these two chondrule groups
are so disparate thatthey should be considered as
completely unassociated objects (see, e.g.,Dodd, 1981; p.
77).
Overall, the chondrule precursors fromeach chondrite
group are seen to begenerally related to elemental
volatility and/or the affinity ofspecific elements for
metal, silicate or sulfide phases.In light of this
suspected volatility control, it may beinstructive to
compare the "calculated" precursorsfrom Mokoia with those
phases which are expected to condensefrom a hot gas of
solar composition (refer to figure 4.7).This diagram
represents the condensable fraction ofsolar matter which
comprises about 1% of the total mass of theSun (the
remaining 99% being made up of H and He).The89
Figure4.6aFactor analysis results fromtheChainpur
(L3) meteorite (Grossman and Wasson, 1982).
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Figure4.6bFactor analysis results fromtheSemarkona
(LL3) meteorite (Grossman and Wasson, 1983).
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Figure4.7The equilibriumcondensationsequencefor
condensiblesolar matter after Larimer (1988).Seetext
for discussion.
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thermodynamically-determined sequence of elemental
condensation is based on the rather unrealisticassumption
that complete chemical equilibriumis maintained
throughout, and while such equilibriumcannot be
absolutely assured for a cooling "solar"-type gas,figure
4.7 may still serve as a basis forcomparison and allow
one to identify those phaseswhich are "likely" to be
present within a simple condensationscenario.
At first glance, it would seem thatfigure 4.7 quite
accuratelypredictsthepresenceofthelithophilic,
siderophilic, Mg-rich and Mn(Cr?)-Na componentswhich were
previously determined as Mokoia chondrule precursors.As
these similarities are not likely tobe entirely
fortuitous, the following basic scenario forchondrule
precursor history is offeredfor discussion.
The young, dusty solar nebular probablycontained
countless solid particles which were "injected"into this
region from nearby hot, exploding stars (supernovae)
and/or which originated during thecooling of a dead,
earlier-generation Sun that itself exploded and
recondensed.These small (micron to submicron?) particles
probably included highly refractory grains of Ir(+/-
Os,Lu) which condensed early (recall theirhigh 50 %-
condensation temperatures, section 3.6) and were
subsequently incorporated in varying degreesinto later-
condensing lithophilic and metallic phases (recallMokoia
factors #4, #1 and #2, respectively).Magnesium-rich93
silicates (olivines and pyroxenes)condensed at somewhat
lower temperatures, butthese materials were segregated
temporally and/or spatiallyfrom the previous phases as
evidenced by the latters'distinct anticorrelations with
Mg.A Mn(Cr?),Na-bearingphase condensed around 1000K
(Mokoia factor #5) andsufficient Al-rich oxidegrains
were probably presentat this time and offeredfavorable
nucleation sites for somealkali condensates (recall the
strong Na contributionin the refractorylithophile
component).Eventually, the ambient temperaturedropped
below about 700K in order toallow sulfidization of the
pre-existing metallic phase(s).Finally, an appropriate
mixture of these precursormaterials in the form of
isolated mm- to cm-sized ballsof dust underwent some
pervasive high-temperatureevent that led to their
complete (or nearly complete)melting, and the end result
is a large collection ofsilicate-rich beads of somewhat
variable composition and textureknown as chondrules.
Clearly, the above schemeis highly simplified andis
intended only as a guide forfurther studies.As
mentioned previously,intensive petrographic
investigations are required in orderto support or refute
these claims, and it is hopedthat future observers will
be able to locate andobserve these suggested precursor
phases in order to characterizethem more fully.
As a final note, theMokoia factor analysis results94
cannot be reconciledwith a formational mechanism thatis
based on the melting ofpre-existing rocks (e.g., impact
melting, volcanism, etc.).The strong correlations
between Ti and Ca or Al infactor #1 are not expectedfrom
this type of mechanismsince Ti would presumably be
concentrated in different phases(e.g., chromite and
pyroxene) than theplagiophiles, Ca and Al (see Grossman
and Wasson, 1983;McSween, 1977b;Osborn, et al., 1974).
Similarly, Rubin and Wasson (1988)have indicated that the
occurrence of Sc and Sm(non-plagiophiles) in a material
similar to Mokoia factor #1 cannot be an artifact
resulting from mineral growthand/or element transport
during metamorphism and, hence,Mokoia chondrule formation
from an existentigneous/metamorphic material is highly
unlikely.95
5.ZELDA'S COUSIN
A uniquesulfide/oxide-rich opaque assemblage(OA)
was discoveredduring the collection ofMokoia chondrules
for the present study(see Schilk et al., 1991),and has
been named "Zelda'sCousin" (ZC) due to theresemblance it
bears to the sulfide-richOA, Zelda, which wasfound
embedded in a large CAIof the Allendechondrite
(Armstrong et al., 1985;Armstrong et al., 1987).This
object is the first ofits kind to be identifiedin
Mokoia, and it is thelargest such OA foundin any
chondritic meteorite to date.
Smaller, related OAs beganto receive considerable
attention some years agofollowing their identificationin
CAIs and chondrules(see Wark and Lovering,1976;Palme
and Wlotzka, 1976;El-Goresy et al., 1977;El-Goresy et
al., 1978;Haggerty and McMahon, 1979;McMahon and
Haggerty, 1980), and it wasbelieved that these objects
needed to be adequatelycharacterized in order to
understand the nature ofchondrule and CAI formation.
Until recently, mostinvestigators postulated thatthe OAs
were exotic (i.e.,extra-solar) and existedin their
present state prior tothe formation of theirhosts.
Consequently, OAswere inferred torecord conditions in
the early solar nebulaprior to CAI and chondrule
formation, and could thereforeprovide important
constraints on parameters such astemperature, precursor96
composition,degree of mixing, etc.(Blum etal.,1988,
and references therein).These beliefs led totheir being
referred to as "Fremdlinge ",which is German for strangers
or foreigners.
More recent studies,however, have shown thatthe
above scenario isinappropriate.Rather, OAs probably
originated as homogeneousmetal-alloy grains which were
incorporated into CAI and chondruleprecursor materials
(those in the formerbeing particularly enrichedin
refractory siderophiles),whereupon subsequent melting or
partial melting of the hostled to the coalescenceof
these molten grainsinto proto-OA alloys.As the CAIs and
chondrules cooled to around770K (ibid.), the proto-OA
alloys exsolved intoimmiscible metallic phaseswhich were
later modified bysulfidization and/or oxidationto
produce the multiphaseassemblages seen today.Hence,
although these objects donot constrain pre-chondrule
(pre-CAI) histories, theyshould still serve to place
viable constraints on thelow-temperature thermal
histories of chondrules (CAIs) aswell as provide
information regarding sulfur and oxygenfugacities in the
cooling solar nebula/chondriteparent body.
The current chemical,mineralogical and petrographic
investigations of ZC have beenonly preliminary, and
future EPMA and ion-microprobeanalyses are being
considered in order to helpcharacterize this OA more
completely.Presently, ZC is seen to resemble aflattened97
Figure5.1Backscatteredelectron(BSE)imageofa
polished section of ZC representing a cut through -1/4of
the diameter.Note the fine-grained, homogeneoustexture
andpresenceof a discontinuous rimofcoarser-grained
material.
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Figure 5.2Scanning electron micrographs of theexternal
surface of ZC.The bottom micrograph identifies a fewof
thecommonmineralspresent(close-upoflowerleft
sectionof top micrograph);pentlandite (pn),magnetite
(mt), diopside (di).99
ovoid (1.4mm x 1.0mm x0.7mm;see figures 5.1and 5.2)
with a mass of 1.76 mgand a density ofapproximately 3.4
g/cm3 (which contrasts with the2.84g/cm3 observed for
>90 Mokoia silicatechondrules).It is comprised of a
fine-grained intergrowthof magnetite (Fe304,45% by
area), with coarserpentlandite [(Fe,Ni)9S8,43%] and
phosphate minerals (11%)[refer to figure 5.3],the latter
of which exhibit aunique and remarkablevariety and
include some phases(i.e., Na- and Fe-rich,Ca-poor)
previously found onlyin iron meteorites(such as those
found in troilitenodules in IIIABirons;Buchwald,
1984).These phosphates allcontain appreciable Na,with
Na2O contentsincreasing from around 3%in whitlockite
[Ca9(Mg,Fe)H(PO4)7] tonearly 16% inpanethite
[-Na1.7Mg0.5Fe1.5(PO4)2].The largest of thesephosphate
crystals are rarelyhomogeneous and as a groupare
observed to have thefollowing relativecomposition:
[(Na,Ca)1.0(Mg,Fe,Mn)2.5(PO4)2].
Upon closeexamination, ZC is seento differ
considerably from Zeldawhich is itself spheroidalin
cross-section, -1 mm indiameter and consistslargely of
pentlandite (30% by area),pyrrhotite (Fel_xS, 30%)and V-
magnetite (20%), withminor Ni-Fe metal (5%),Ca-phosphate
(5%, var. whitlockite),molybdenite (MoS2, 3%), andsmall,
refractory siderophile-richphases (i.e., OsRu [5%]and
PtIr [2%] "nuggets").Metal, Mo-sulfide andrefractory-
rich nuggets have notbeen observed in ZC(further EPMA100
cross-sections may or may notidentify them), and the
nearly pure magnetitesin this OA exhibit much lower
concentrations of V and Cr withrespect to Zelda (e.g.,
0.5%-0.8% Cr2O3 vs. 11% Cr2O3,respectively).
Additionally, pentlandites in ZC areslightly more Ni-rich
than those in the latter:(-Fe5.6Co0.1Ni2.8Cr0.1)S8 for
the ZC assemblage vs.-Fe6.3Co0.111i2.2(V,Cr)0.1S8] in
Zelda.One remarkable similaritybetween Zelda and ZC
lies in the rim materialsurrounding these assemblages (of
which only a small, discontinuousremnant occurs with ZC;
figure 5.1 and 5.3).Fe-rich olivine is the dominant
phase in each case and bothexhibit a concentration of
-Fa55.
Elemental abundances for theseOAs are plotted in
figure 5.4, and ZC is seen toexhibit nearly C1-like
(i.e., primitive andunfractionated) behavior,
particularly with respect to therefractory siderophile
elements.Such is not the case forZelda, where these
elements (excluding W) areenriched nearly 1000-fold.
This significant contrast couldbe interpreted as an
indication that ZC originated in adifferent environment
(temporal and/or spatial) thanthat of Zelda and one in
which refractory siderophilefractionation was not a major
factor, thereby allowing ZCto retain its nearly pristine
signature.
Further disparities betweenthese two assemblages
include the strong V-enrichmentand relative W-depletion101
Figure 5.3BSE images magnified from figure 5.1. Upper:
basicmineralogyof ZC's interior (and rim,left)with
coarse/white phases representing pentlandite, darker/fine-
grained material being magnetite, and large, blackphases
composedprimarilyof phosphates.Lower: close-upof
rim/interiorboundary showing some gradation betweenthe
two.
Ca-phosphate L102
Figure 5.4Spider plot of Zelda and ZCarranged inorder ofincreasing atomic number (leftto right).ZCappears largelyunfractionatedwithrespecttoClmeteorites
(i.e.,itexhibitsa nearlysolarcomposition);from
Schilk et al. (1991).
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in Zelda, neither of which aremanifested in ZC.The
latter phenomenon may be anindication that Zelda was
exposed to a much higher temperature(metamorphic?) and/or
oxygen fugacity thanits cousin, where such an environment
could have resulted in the transferof W (as W03) from the
OA into the surroundingsilicates as observed empirically
by Palme et al.(1989) for artificially-producedmetal
alloys.The common Mn depletions and enhancedV-content
in Zelda are still somewhatenigmatic, but these phenomena
may also be the resultof an elevated temperature/fugacity
in its region of formation.In the latter case, many
investigators have observed higherV-contents in OAs
associated with CAIs (comparedto those found in
chondrules), and such would seem to supportthe likelihood
of a chondrule host for ZC.
Blum et al.(1989) have proposed a scenario based on
the claim that all OAs from CV3meteorites (i.e., CAI-,
chondrule- and matrix-hosted assemblages)equilibrated at
a similar temperature,with common oxygen and sulfur
fugacities, subsequent to their accretiononto a common
[or similar] parent body which wasitself subject to
significant heating from the in situ decayof 26A1.Under
these conditions, any phosphorouspresent in the OA host
material would be highly siderophileand therefore
partition readily into the molten Ni-Fe alloypresent.
Theoretically, the subsequent cooling ofthese parent
bodies would have allowed for theaforementioned alloy104
exsolutions at -770K to produce the proto-OAswhile the
presence of sulfur and oxygenled to the subsequent
alteration of these objects (n.b., such ascenario would
also facilitate the reaction betweenP, 02 and some
volatile species of Ca to produce thephosphates which are
commonly observed in most OAs).
Based on the preliminary data from ZCsuch a scheme
does not seem unlikely, and thecontrasts between ZC and
Zelda (and, as a consequence, betweenMokoia and Allende)
suggests that these objects could haveformed on the same
parent body with the latterhaving been buried somewhat
deeper, thereby experiencinghigher temperatures and a
more severe environment(i.e., an enhanced degree of
oxidation and sulfidization).Although it is still
uncertain how ZC's higher phosphate contentwould fit into
this scenario, it may simply result fromthe expulsion of
volatile P-bearing species (P2O5 ?) from thedeeper, warmer
regions where Zelda originated into theshallower depths
of ZC.At any rate, additionalstudies of ZC are
certainly warranted and such are likely toprovide
quantitative constraints on the post-accretionary
equilibration conditions of CV3 chondrites aswell as
information regarding chondrule/CAIformational history.
As a final note in relation to ZC,figure 5.5
compares some siderophileand chalcophile element
correlations which were established for theentire Mokoia
data set.While Co/Se, Fe/Co and Fe/Se ratios for ZC105
Figure 5.5Siderophile and chalcophile element plots from
theMokoia chondrule set which indicate the unusual
behaviorofZC (sample 59) with respect tothegeneral
trends. Dashed regression lines were recalculatedafter
excluding the two obvious outliers, samples 16 and 59.
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(sample 59) are essentially equivalentto those determined
for the silicate chondrules fromMokoia, Ni/Se,Co,Fe
ratios are distinctly non-chondrule-like.These results
may indicate that ZC andthe silicate chondrules shared a
single common precursor (e.g., factor#2 from chapter 3)
with an additional Ni-rich phase alsocontributing to ZC
(and sample 16);recall from table 3.3 that ZCcontains
an "overabundance" ofNi (as well as Fe, Ir, Au, Co, Cr,
Ga and Se) withrespect to the silicate chondrules.
Perhaps the proto-ZC represented anearlier separate of
this siderophilic chondrule precursor(+/- impurities)
which was transferred to the region ofchondrule formation
and subsequently incorporated.
Clearly, further studies are stillrequired in order
to adequately characterize ZC andunderstand its history
and how (if at all) it relates toother similar OAs like
Zelda.Future investigations regardingthis unique object
are being discussed andinclude EPMA of additional cross-
sections in the hopes of locating anyadditional phases,
ion-probe analyses of individual Ca-phosphategrains for
REE characterization, and 0-isotopeanalyses of various
phases to determine any effects due tomass-dependent
fractionation and/or nebular oxygen reservoirmixing.109
6.SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Unequilibrated chondrites of the "CV" class, ofwhich
Mokoia is a member,offer a unique and unbiased
opportunity to investigate some specific aspectsof the
earliest stages of our solar system'shistory.The
chondrules found in these meteorites arecommonly enriched
in many refractory lithophile elements and,regardless of
one's personal view of solar systemgenesis, it seems
reasonable to assume that suchmaterial directly
represents the earliest stable phasespresent in our
region of the Milky Way galaxy (i.e., thefirst species to
condense from hot matter or the last tosurvive complete
vaporization in an initially cold system).As a result,
it appears that Mokoia chondrules should servequite well
as probes of thisdistant past, and thereby shed some
light upon the processes occurring andthe materials
present at that time.INAA was the technique of choice in
this investigation due to its non-destructivenature and
particular suitability with regards to smallsamples, and
unusual objects were specifically looked forbecause of
the unique contributions they could maketoward our
understanding of chondrite formation in general.
A number of potential mechanismsrelated to the
formation of chondrules were presented (i.e.,"planetary"
vs. "nebular"), as well as afew empirically-established
parameters which are inherent to this process(es), e.g.,110
the pre-melting temperature of the precursors(-600-650K),
the duration of heating/melting (minutes tohours) and the
temperatures attained (-1475-1600K), probablecooling
rates (<1000 degrees C/hr), and thephysical conditions of
the local environment (i.e., enhanced oxygenfugacity,
high chondrule number density, etc.).Based on these
parameters, and our limited knowledge ofother planetary
surfaces (e.g., the lunar regolith), it was suggestedthat
the most likely mechanism for chondrulegenesis was one
which occurred in a dust-rich, "nebular"setting (as
opposed to a "planetary" environment) andincluded some
pervasive high-energy event of limited duration that
operated on a relatively large scale (asrequired to
produce such an abundant constituent).
Mokoia data from the present study have lent
considerable support to many earlier claimsregarding
chondrule/chondrite formation and have refuted a few
others, in addition to providing someentirely new
information on this topic.Mokoia mass (size) data are
indicative of some highly efficient process that yielded a
restricted chondrule (or precursor) size range, and onein
which a sorting contribution can not bedefinitely
precluded (although whether this phenomenon wasinduced by
gravitation or aerodynamics, or acted upon the chondrules
and/or their progenitors, is still somewhatuncertain).
Furthermore, crushing and comminution forces probably
played a significant role in themodification of111
chondrules and their precursors aswell, and
quantification of the degree of sorting (Inmancoefficient
<0.60) seems to preclude most ofthe "planetary" settings
offered to explain chondruleformation (i.e., those which
envision volcanic or impact ejecta aschondrule analogs).
Summarily, these results seem to support ascenario in
which nebular dust-balls (composed ofinterstellar matter)
condense, partially evaporateand recondense,
collide/comminute in a turbulentenvironment (as expected
in the early solar nebula) ,and undergo subsequent
heating/melting (to produce chondrules)followed by some
as-yet-unknown means of size sorting.
The above scenario is alsosupported by the Mokoia
elemental frequency distributionswhereby their simple,
unimodal natures imply an equallysimple formational
process (e.g., one whichwould not lead to such complex
distributions as those expected fromimpact-generated
droplets originating from a heterogeneousregolith).
Barring any means of subsequentinterchondrule elemental
homogenization, the likes of which are notexpected in
this largely unequilibrated meteorite,these distributions
suggest a setting in whichchondrules/precursors were
created from a locally homogeneousmedium such as that
predicted for the canonical solar nebula.
Correlation analyses between chondrule massesand
volatile contents support earlier claimswhich indicate a
heating/melting event of very limited durationand/or a112
local environment of enhanced oxygenpartial pressure,
either of which would restrict theloss of certain
volatile species (n.b., an elevated oxygenfugacity caused
by gravitationally-inducedparticle/gas fractionation is
also compatible with the above scheme).These results
point to some "transient" (i.e.,relatively short-lived)
high-energy source as being responsible forchondrule
melting, but do not unequivocallyidentify the actual
source (e.g., staticallyinduced lightning, a
superluminous [T-Tauri] phase of the Sun,changing
magnetic fields, etc.).Such information seems to refute
the possibility of slower directcondensation of solar gas
to liquid chondrules as a meansof formation, and the
rapid convective transport out of a regionof relatively
constant high temperatures into anearby cooler region
does not seem very likely, either(further limiting the
type of heat source and localphysical conditions).
The present study is the first ofits kind to utilize a
"non-limiting" software package for factoranalysis
determinations.As a result, a more thorough
characterization of Mokoia precursors was generatedwith
respect to earlier studies on similarobjects (such as
Allende).Despite these earlier limitations, many
similarities were identified between thesemeteorites (as
well as a few minor disparities) which mayindicate that
they were derived from the same parentbody after
experiencing some local nebular inhomogeneities(temporal113
and/or spatial) or secondarymodifications within the
parent.A comparison of the results ofMokoia and the
Ornans (CO3) meteorite suggest apossible spatial
relationship between these chondrite types,such that they
may have originated atequivalent radial distances from
the Sun but at differentvertical locations.Furthermore,
it would appear that carbonaceousand ordinary chondrites
may not have sampledsignificantly different regions of
the solar nebula, and the currentnotion of these
meteorites as being highly disparateobjects seems,
therefore, somewhat unrealistic.
Factor analysis results also appear tobe incompatible
with any mechanism that includes themelting of pre-
existing multiphase rocks (e.g.,volcanism or impact-
generated melting), but may lendsupport to direct
condensation of interstellar matter to producechondrule
precursor materials.Despite the inherent problems
associated with direct equilibriumcondensation scenarios,
the similarities between thespecies predicted and those
identified as Mokoia precursors cannot bedismissed as
simply fortuitous.Consequently, the young solar nebula
could have contained countlessgrains which originated
upon cooling of ejecta from ahot, energetic explosion of
a nearby star (orearlier-generation Sun) to produce mm-
to cm-sized, incoherent balls ofdust.Such dust-balls
might have included refractory siderophilegrains enclosed
in later-condensing refractorylithophile and metallic114
phases (the latter of which waspartially attacked by a
subsequent sulfidization process), aswell as some Mg-
silicates and a "common" lithophile phase (allof which
were identified in thefactor analysis determination).
Conceivably, the melting of these multiphasedust-balls
would produce objects analogous to manynaturally-
occurring chondrules.
Zelda's Cousin, the unique opaque assemblagefound in
Mokoia, may serve to help place constraints onthe low
temperature history of its host (chondrule?) as well as
provide important information regarding the oxygenand
sulfur fugacities experienced withinits actual chondrite
parent body.Similarities between this object and the
Zelda OA from Allende may support theaforementioned
"common parent" scenario in which Mokoia wasburied at a
somewhat shallower depth and, hence,spared the more
severe metamorphic conditionsof Allende.
At any rate, further work is absolutely necessaryin
this area and the present study can only beconsidered
partially complete without the benefit ofpetrographic
observations to support the above claimsregarding
chondrule formation.EPMA of all activated chondrules are
suggested in order to compare bulk chemistrywith modal
mineralogy, and to investigate mineral habit,interphase
relationships, mineral zonation/element diffusion
characteristics and other critical parameters.An
intensive search for unmodified precursor remnantsin115
partially melted chondrules is imperative and should also
be initiated, and EPMA of additionalcross-sections
through Zelda's Cousin are clearly warranted as well as
ion-microprobe characterization of its unique phosphate
phases.A thorough 0-isotope study of these chondrules
(and Zelda's Cousin) and their constituentsfor the
purpose of determining the extent ofmass-dependent
fractionation and/or reservoir mixing is recommended.
Furthermore, previous factor analysis studies are only
cursory at best and should bere-initiated using suitable
software that does not exclude viable data (e.g.,
STATGRAPHICS, v4.0), and compared with the resultsof this
study in order to more fully understand the
interrelationships which exist between the various
chondrite classes.Clearly, the present investigation has
produced more new questions than answers, yet itis hoped
that such questions will act as catalysts for future
studies and, if such is the case, then this research will
have fulfilled its primary purpose.116
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TableA.1 Mokoia
uncertainties for ea
variable 32 33 34 35 36
Ti (%) 0 0.14 0.16 0.13 0.09 0.12
Al(%) 1) 1.47 1.93 2.46 1.39 1.41
Fe (%) 22 6.1 13.7 11.3 25.7 12.5
Mg (1) 13 20.4 20.9 16.7 14.8 22.1
Ca (%)
3 1.4 2.2 2.8 1.6 1.1
Na (%) 03 0.53 0.51 0.48 0.33 0.74
Mn (%) 0.43 0.11 0.08 0.15 0.26
V (ppm) 2 94 115 101 74 89
Sc (101m) 10.6 14.2 19.0 8.6 10.8
La (ppm) 5 0.6 0.9 0.4 0.5
Sm (ppm) 62 0.32 0.43 0.51 0.30 0.32
Eu (ppm) CO 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.11
Yb (ppm) C2 0.47 0.34 0.50 0.48 0.27
Lu (ppm) C2 0.07 0.15 0.05 0.04
Ni (%) (4 0.08 0.60 1.29 1.36 0.03
Cr (%) ;2 0.49 0.30 0.33 0.34 0.44
Co (ppm) 0 39 384 501 664 34
Ga (ppm) 0.1 0.7 1.0 0.6
Se (ppm) 1.3 13.2 14.3
Br (ppm) 1.62 0.79
Ir (ppm) 0.64 1.84 0.59 0.01
Au (ppm) 0.05 0.13
Ho (ppm)
3 0.06 0.07 0.05
Os (ppm) 0.24 1.17 0.23
mass (mq)040.8526.76216.3545.4845.171
phi (max) -1.1 -1.3-0.77-0.77
phi (aye)
density
(q /cc) 2.9
-0.62
1.0
-1.3
2.3
-0.53
3.2
-0.55
3.2124
variable 77 78 79 80 82 84
0.16 0.16 0.12 0.06 0.23 0.13
Ti(5) p2
Al(%) 30 1.50 1.96 1.41 1.19 2.85 1.70
Fe (5) 13 17.0 6.8 19.0 27.5 16.8 18.7
Mg (%) 19 21.9 27.9 20.3 14.2 16.5 18.1
Ca(9) 8 1.0 2.4 1.2 1.3 2.9 1.5
Na(%) 6 0.29 0.24 0.13 0.37 0.31 0.31
Mn (9) 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.13 0.08 0.09
V (PPm)
3 117 125 92 71 93 94
Sc (ppm) -0
, 12.9 12.1 9.7 8.0 24.5 11.8
La (ppm)
5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 1.1 0.5
Sm (PPm) 0.38 0.51 0.29 0.26 0.87 3.36
Eu (ppm) C4 0.13 0.21 0.12 0.14 0.20 0.14
Yb (ppm) (7 0.54 0.47 0.40 0.34 0.76 0.36
Lu (ppm) (6 0.04 0.05 0.10 0.04 0.04
Ni(%) :2 12 0.32 0.78 1.31 1.33 1.11
Cr (%) (4 0.41 0.30 0.38 0.33 0.40 0.42
Co (ppm) 5 558 148 552 670 547 556
Ga (ppm) 1 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.2
Sc (ppm) 2 3.1 4.6 9.3 9.0
Br (ppm) 1.27 5.72 .63
Sr (ppm) 2 0.51 0.11 0.78 0.49 2.43 3.51
Au (ppm) )3 0.07 0.02 0.08 0.07 0.11
No (ppm) 14 0.10 0.02 0.05 0.07
Os (ppm) 0.21 0.25 0.20 9.42
mass(mc7)2342.3731.7862.2382.0543.4933.791
phi (max)-4-7 -0.49-0.26-0.58-0.38-0.68 0.15
phi (aye)
density
_ -0.6-0.18-0.26-0.18-0.52 3.45
2.4 2.6 2.3 4.0125
variable 10C 11C 12C 13C 14C 15C
Ti (%) 0.09 0.23 0.09 0.07 0.28 0.07
Al(%) -23 1.8910.41 1.79 1.07 6.28 1.23
Fe (5) 72- 9.4 6.2 2.7 11.4 7.0 6.7
Mg (%) 24.7 10.9 20.6 25.2 14.3 31.8
Ca (5) 3 1.6 5.5 1.3 1.1 5.2 1.1
Na (5) -1 0.22 1.00 0.60 0.10 0.68 0.33
Mn (1) 0.08 0.05 0.33 0.04 0.11 0.09
V ) (ppm 0 115 404 107 62 294 78
Sc (ppm) 12.2 22.1 13.5 7.0 25.0 9.8
La (ppm) 6 0.5 4.1 0.5 0.3 3.3 0.3
Sm (pp m) 0.36 2.53 0.38 0.18 2.25 0.26
Eu (ppm) 8 0.18 0.44 0.12 0.09 0.41 0.14
Yb (ppm) ,0 0.18 0.72 0.41 0.12 0.79 0.27
Lu (ppm) .1 0.03 0.07 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.04
Ni (5) .6 0.70 0.29 0.03 0.72 0.41 0.30
Cr ;0 0.36 0.24 0.60 0.30 0.30 0.31
Co (ppm) )1 355 190 16 418 231 190
Ga (ppm) 5 0.6 0.4 0.2 1.5 1.1 0.2
Se (ppm) 9 3.2 5.4 4.5 2.9 5.2
Br (ppm) .27 0.57 2.72 0.64 2.02
Ir (ppm .16 0.29 0.60 0.02 0.10 0.40 0.10
Au (ppm) .27 0.04 0.17 0.06 0.06 0.02
Ho (ppm) .11 0.07 0.13 0.07 0.09 0.17 0.05
Os (ppm) .71 0.10 0.35 0.04 0.14
massmg)335410.8364.47614.84821.07215.0081.599
phi 7-,ax)_58 -1.3 -1.0 -1.1 -1.2 -1.3 0
phi ,Ive)
density
_53-0.93-0.74 -1.0 -1.2 -1.1 0.10
3.2 1.9 3.2 .3 2.9 3.8126
variable 14A 15A 16A 17A 18A
Ti (%) C 0.17 0.11 0.12 0.34 0.16
Al (%) IS 4.52 2.08 1.25 4.03 3.18
Fe (%) A 12.3 7.5 4.2 21.3 7.9
Mg (%) -',9 17.4 30.4 32.7 18.7 24.4
Ca (%) 9 2.7 1.5 0.9 2.0 3.2
Na (%) 0.36 0.54 0.36 2.02 0.52
Mn (%) 4 0.06 0.10 0.08 0.22 0.12
V (ppm) 6 100 170 91 156 111
Sc (ppm) 6 14.6 14.3 13.6 22.2 18.0
La (ppm) 5 1.5 0.7 0.4 1.6 1.0
Sm (ppm) ',5 1.26 0.54 0.28 0.89 0.71
Eu (ppm) (6 0.23 0.20 0.09 0.36 0.27
Yb (ppm) 7 0.49 0.69 0.20 0.30 0.63
Lu (ppm) 0.08 0.13 0.04 0.14 0.11
Ni (%) 0.72 0.40 0.18 0.07 0.34
Cr (%) 0.34 0.35 0.30 0.54 0.38
Co (ppm)
2 404 258 110 78 222
Ga (ppm)
3 0.7 0.2 0.2 0.1
Se (ppm) 7
Br (ppm) 7 1.48 1.06 0.78
Ir (ppm) 0 0.66 0.97 0.11 0.02 1.05
Au (ppm) 5 0.06 0.05 0.02 0.07
Ho (ppm) 7 0.10 0.11 0.03 0.13 0.06
Os (ppm) 0.43 0.72 0.70
mass (mq) 1.8300.7941.9020.1952.137
phi (max) -0.38 0.32-0.38 i.2-0.14
phi (ave)
density
1-0.18 0.45-0.18 1.3-0.14
3.9 3.1127
variable 19A 20A 21A 22A 23A 24A 25A 26A
approximate
uncertainty (%)
Ti (%) 0.23 0.14 0.19 0.22 0.12 0.09 0.19 9-30
Al(%) 0.83 3.38 2.09 2.24 3.95 2.10 1.64 2.39 1-5
Fe (%) 13.4 6.8 22.3 13.0 12.0 14.9 21.3 11.4 1-15
Mg (%) 35.5 26.2 23.6 19.3 14.8 16.2 7.9 20.9 1-14
Ca (%) 3.0 2.0 2.2 3.7 1.9 1.7 2.6 5-29
Na (%) 0.21 0.62 0.14 0.24 0.43 0.30 0.37 0.27 1-35
Mn (%) 0.06 0.07 0.05 0.09 0.09 0.12 0.12 0.11 0-5
V (ppm) 117 119 154 134 193 90 71 152 2-10
Sc (ppm) 7.6 26.0 14.8 16.6 31.0 14.8 9.6 19.3 1---)
La (ppm) 0.2 1.0 0.5 0.7 1.2 0.6 0.6 0.7 1-25
Sm (ppm) 0.17 0.76 0.42 0.45 0.76 0.40 0.34 0.50 1-20
Eu (ppm) 0.27 0.32 0.15 0.26 0.360.18 0.12 0.17 2-30
Yb (ppm) 0.77
0.70 0.51 0.78 0.560.51 0.56 8-30
Lu (ppm) 0.17
0.12 0.08 0.14 0.07 0.04 0.10 5-30
Ni (%) 0.860.45 0.75 0.75 0.54 0.63 0.71 0.61 1-19
Cr (%) 0.46 0.33 0.380.28 0.28 0.32 0.260.40 1-2
Co (ppm) 530 240 516 454 382 458 491 385 1-6
Ga (ppm) 0.2 0.1 1.4 2.3 1.2 12.2 0.8 1-20
Se (ppm) 2.4 4.9 4.7 4.9 3.5 2.9 12-29
Br (ppm) 1.17 1.32 1.58 1.40 7.942.35 13-29
It (ppm) 0.76 1.83 1.28 0.90 2.04 0.84 0.82 1.89 1-10
Au (ppm) 0.27 0.13 0.10 0.06 0.27 0.10 0.04 1-25
Ho (ppm) 0.06 0.17 0.04 0.13 0.14 0.09 0.05 0.15 11-30
Os (ppm) 1.42 0.91 1.03 1.27 1.200.48 .0.38 1.03 10-30
mass (mg)0.2161.2460.7444.7546.82414.31021.7763.810
phi (max)0.74 0 0.32-0.58 -1.0 -1.1 -1.4-0.58
phi (aye)
density
0.91 0 0.45-0.58-0.77 -1.0 -1.3-0.55
2.8 2.4 3.6 2.7 2.7 3.2 3.0 2.3Figure A.1Mokoia chondrule frequency distributions.
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